Students deman d to be treated
like adults , smash windows
smashing the windows because he
wouldn 't have to pay for it in dorm
damage fees. "C'mon Bro—show
some respect! Hopefully this will get
the message across. We're aduhs here.
We're capable of pulling out the big
guns. Look out world, here we come!"
Students started chanting in unison,
"Show some respect! Show some respect!" marching through the quad
and urinating on the buildings.
In an effort to pacify the crowds, Bro
brought milk and cookies to the scene,
and read Goodnight Moon to the students. Kelly Wharton sang lullabies and
rocked several students to sleep.
The evening ended with a crowd of
near 500 students falling asleep in their
oncsies on the academic quad. Jim Terhunc was seen patting a few students on
the head and whispering, "I think you're
a big boy—don't you worry" into their
WE BE FUCKED/ IN THE REAL WOULD
Students "break shit " in order to demonstrate their ability to handle alcohol and "grown up " responsibilities.
cars as they drifted off to sleep.
Feeling quite proud of themselves
for handling a messy situation in a
hand , silver flask in the other. "We pecially because the fourth floor was timely manner, the Dean of Students'
gave them the demands. We deserve hard to reach and the
office
has
anto be treated as the adults we are."
majority of the stunounced that they
"Not one of the students here right dents were highly inwill have the scene
now, you know, breaking the win- toxicated, fn order to
enshrined in stained
dows,
is
under
the
age
of
18.
We
made
ameliorate
the
situaglass when the winBy AL GROWEDUP
GETS BIG KIDS' MEALS ATB .K.
sure of that when we organized this tion, students erected
dows are replaced.
rall y. We 're all legal , responsible a catapault to launch
Students have
Lack of prompt and respectful ad- adults here. It 's about time the admin- smaller first-years
promptly forgotten
ministrative response to recent student istration saw us that way."
into the hard to reach
Jim Terhune about their dedemands that they be treated as adults
Concerned over the College's lack of windows.
and are
Dean of Students mands
hat. led to both student rallies and bro- empathy, these students have made
Even Mary Low
busy
justifying
ken windows.
their mark in a most profound way. Not resident Kris Mitheir criminal mis"1 just don 't get it ," Adam Lowen- a window in Eustis was left unsmashed, randa '09, was drank. The chem.-free demeanors as first amendment free
*s iein '09 said, baseball bat in one which took some real tactical effort, es- student said he didn 't even mind dom of expression.

Bedtime stones,
milk calm students

I think you're a
big boy...don't
you worry.

SECURITY UPDATE

COLLEGE HIRES DEMENTORS
By RITA SKEETER
THE QUIBBLER

On Monday, President William
Adams announced that the College
has hired Dementors , the hooded
guards of the wizarding prison of Azkaban, to augment its security force for
the 2009-2010 academic year. The hiring was announced in a campus-wide
email in which President Adams outlined the College's new security strategy and how he expects the move to
affect life on campus.
"1 am thrilled that we have come to
an agreement with Azkaban and will
be able to add dementors to Colby Security for the upcoming academic
year ," he wrote. "This has certainly
beena long time coming, but now that
He-VVho-Must-Not-Be-Named has
been vanquished, it 's great that we can
finally bring our hooded colleagues
over to the administration's side. Indeed , I can't imagine a better way to

start next fall."
The Azkaban guards will begin
training with Colby Security on
June 3 in order to "foster close ties
with the community," Adams
wrote. At yet another campus-wide
forum on Tuesday, after one student expressed concern regarding
the dementors ' less-than-pleasant
qualities—such as their bone-rattfing breathing, undead metaphysical status, ice-cold affection,
creepy gliding capabilities and tenfoot stature—Adams was resilient.
"Why do you think we hired
them?" he said. "Next question."
The President then outlined
Colby 's security policy next year,
which features Dementors as the
"go-to" line of defense for HRs
coming across heinous violations
like open containers, underage
drinking and loitering. In addition,
drawing on policies used by former
KISS Of DEATH/STEPS WORKING COMMITTEE

See COLBY IS DEMENTED, Page 3

Dementors are a viable option to curb campus f u n, livelihood of students.

END OF CLASSES CELEBRATION (OR LACK THEREOF)

"Orloff in a Hillside Triple" to replace
"Champagne on Steps " for end of year
By GET ME DRUNK
¦09 ABOUT TIME

After the Board of Trustees voted
to end the infamous Champagne on
the Steps celebration, students and administrators spent the year convening
m working groups, with the goal of
ensunng the elimination of the event
and creating an alternative to celebrate the final day of classes.
After sending a series of vague, imprecise and totally ambiguous messages about what students cannot do
«n the last day of classes, the powersthat-be made things even more contusin g by rejecting the only remaining
Options for activities , including a
elassy toast with faculty.
Hnall y, this afternoon , a team includi ng Master of the Universe
Kell y Wharton, Overlord Jim Terhune
and Dean of Suspending You Paul
Johnston worked to create a new

event , sponsored by Campus Life, the healthy way.
In order to prevent students from
Dean of Students office and Tim Horconvening on the
ton 's. This event is
Miller
Library
titled
tentatively
quad, the site of
"Orloff in a Hillside
past
debauchery,
Triple" and will
the quad will be
occur on Friday,
roped off and
May 8 after the final
fenced in barbed
classes conclude at 4
wire for the durap.m.
tion of the after"The event is banoon. Additionally,
sically exactly how
all seniors will be
"
Terhune
it sounds,
locked in their
explained in an inrooms starting at
terview with the
noon.
[Echo]. "First-years
Jim
Terhune
"The idea is that
will be given five
shots of Orloff each, He's usually the only one the Echo in past years, the
Interviews about everything
students with the
with the stipulation
most injuries, hosthat they stay in the
pital visits and poHillside complex.
This will let them celebrate the end ot lice altercations have been seniors,"
their first year of college in a socially Terhune said. "Also they're the only
appropriate and communitarily ones who can legally purchase alco-

First-years will
be given five
shots of Orloff
each , with the
stipulation that
they stay in the
Hillside complex.

hol , so that means they get drunk
more. We want to keep those animals
as far away from this event as possible."
Terhune also noted the importance
of keeping the event in a nonpublic
venue. "The community reall y reacts
negativel y when they see shit-faced
students in crazy costumes running
around the beautiful grass on the
quad. It really reflects poorly on the
school 's image. And our PR department is kind of overwhelmed righl
now anyway."
Instead, clothing will be heavil y
monitored to make sure costumes are
not worn. "It 'd probably be best tc
just show up naked," Terhune said.
To further deter students from convening on the academic quad , the
Dean of Students office is planning tc
pay the twelve students infected with
swine flu (see Swine Flu, Page I ) tc
roam Miller steps starting at 3 p.m.

PIGS N PREGGERS

POHKYS/THE B€ST MW1E EvtP

lfvou have sex with people fr omBates, your baby will hopefully be this cute.

Pregnancy epidemic
actually swine flu

Misdiagnosis
leads to campuswide panic

By JENNA JAMESON & RON
JEREMY
SEXUAL HEALTH FACILITATORS

On Monday, May 4, an official notice from the Garrison-Foster Health
Center announced that what had been
originall y diagnosed as a pregnancy
epidemic among students is in fact a
strain of the H1N1 influenza. The
health
center
treated an influx of
12 first-year females on Sunday
moming suffering
from symptoms including projectile
vomiting, nausea,
stomach
pains,
mild fever and inexplicable cravings
for Dana burgers
sandwiched
in
Whoopie pies.
Ori g i n a l l y
treated for pregnancy, the students
in question were
taken off neo-natal
vitamins and prescribed antibiotics
instead. "This is
kind of a problem
for us." Head
Nurse Jean Ratched said. "See, we
have tons of those vitamins in stock,
but have been running short on antibiotics. We were excited about the
opportunity to get rid of them."
While the students involved refused to comment, all expressed relief
that they would be able to drink during Loudness, after completing the
10-day round of antibiotics , instead of
waiting until giving birth next February.
After further investigation , the Security Office revealed that on Satur-

day, May 3, there was a giant naked
orgy during a Student Programming
Board (SPB) sponsored "Free Love
Despite Any Racial, Sexual, Class or
Country-of-Origin
Differences"
dance.
Wanting to avoid making assumptions based on international current
events . Health Center officials
deemed that these students were pregnant. In fact, of the twelve students diagnosed, all twelve had been
misdiagnosed. Eleven of the students
are infected by the virus commonly
known as swine flu, spread easily
through the bodily fluid exchange
commonly associated with SPB orgies. The twelfth
is actually pregnant with a swine
after having sex
with a male visitor from Bates
College.
"This is very
suprising to us,"
commented Jim
Woodlee, P.A.
"In the past, we
have found that
almost all of our
health center visits—from broken
ankles and pink
eye to sore
throats and hangnails were diJim Woodlee rectly caused by
Health Center PA.
pregnancy."
The flu flood
shocked students.
faculty and staff, and produced an uproar among local residents, who argue
that the weekend habits of students tie
up emergency services. In response to
the outcry, President William D.
Adams issued the following notice: "1
share the dismay and concern of the
entire campus community regarding
the events of early Sunday morning.
The College is taking immediate action to investigate the incident. We
need to make suit that we have all the

This is very
suprising to us...
In the past , we
have found that
almost all of our
health center
visits—from
broken ankles...to
hangails were
directly caused
by pregnancy.

See SWINE FLU, Page 2

THIS WEEK'S LIES I

Forumscheduled in advance of protests

Administration takes a proactive
stance in self -def ense
By YOUR MOM
POSITION

This year, student activism and outragehasbeen a sahenl themeacrosscampus- The adrnnustratrve response: fear.
In the wake of the multitude of

controversies on campus, the administraUon has decided to take a proactive stance and schedule an open
forum for any potential future grievances between now and the end of
classes.
"As we approach the release date of

*l K SOfWY BRO *M> TERHUNE BUT 1DU MAKE

FT

TOO DAMN EASY1

The next forum will likely involve awkward pauses and Bro apolog izing.

ec

n&ws g-strings

Archaeologyclassis like, "WIT???"

Just two years after the College opened its ArchaeologyDepartment, Department Chair Charles W. Bassett has announced that the students in his
AH493 "What's This Dirty Shit We Dug Up?" seminar have made a groundbreaking discovery with the potential to rewrite history as we know it.
On Tuesday,April 28, Jay Larmon '09 and his researchgroup were excavating a site behind RobertsUnion when they made contact with a mysterious object "We were some eight hundred feet down when our chisels made
contact with a hard, black object, unlike anything we had ever seen before,"
Larmonexplained The object measures approximately 1.5 feet by 1 foot and
appears to be made out of a solid yetmoderatelyflexible black substance.
"We found in what we believe to be a hippie burial site from the early
2005 period" Larmon said. "We base this on the fact that we also found
a number of incandescent light bulbs, free-flowing shower heads, and at
least one or two prep school New Englanders buned close by...all of
which hippies tend to hate." The objects were found clustered together in
w hat Bassett believes was once a burning ground for anti-green paraphernalia. "Ironically, the burning of theseobjects seem to have generated
somewhere between 8 and 10 million additional tons of carbon dioxide
emissions according to our chemical tests...moreover, these gasses seem
to have been responsible for the sudden deaths of over 10,000 baby seals
due to an ancient wind pattern," Bassett explained.
Scientific testing on the objects are still underway, but so far, students
have found that there are minimal traces of"dana burger, Foss tofu and
Bobs grilled cheese" on the object, according to a report published in Archaeology Weekly. "Our early guesses are that these objects were once
used as a primitive from of clothing - thus explaining the food dropped
all over them," Larmon said.
Others in the class, however, are not so quick to jump to conclusions.
"Look, why would I wear a black plasict rectangle for clothes? While
yes, there are pictures of students doing so that we found in Sandy
Maisel's basement, I don 't think we can allow that to be the defining piece
of evidence," said archaeology major Christy Mihos *09. "Call me drunk,
but I think they're trays."
[ARTICLE CUT OFF BECAUSE OF ECONOMIC CRISIS]
— The Jeffersonian, Echo heart throb (according to everyone)

If you say Community, it must count
In recent years, the College has refocused its efforts away from academic
excellence, instead choosing to promote the concept of community on campus. Beginning with getting nd of good professors and useless rhetorical
shifts like changing HRs to "Community Advisors" to making this year's
orientation theme '"Cultivating Community at Colby", President William
"Broski" Adams announced yesterday that the College is putting the final
step of its community based plan into action. In what Adams deemed a
"balls out move," the College will officially be known as Colby Community College, beginningwith the 2009-2010 school year.
Unbeknownst to most students actually on the Hill, this has already come
into effect in Admissions brochures and materials.
Parker "Pound That" Beverage, head of admissions, has already noticed
a change in the applicant pool . "Its surprising, really," Beverage commented "we've managed to tap into a whole new pool of applicants.. .what
we don't understand however, is why most of them are only interested in
two ye vs of schooling."
Adams, in response, noted that the College is already making accommodations to placate the new pool of applicants. "We started by firing out
top professors - I'll be honest. Opal isn't leaving, he was kicked out because he is simply too good. Students graduating high school with 0.9 or
lower GPAs won't really comprehend his classes. For the same reason we
have also let Tictenberg, Denoux and Reid go."
Bro also commented on the new academic programs being put into place.
"We are getting nd of our economics and government departments in order
to make room for majors such as emoticon studies, drunk student nursing,
camp counselonng and chem.-free event planning." According to Ed Yeterlan, dean of faculty, the new majors will fall under a new interdisciplinary
uber-departmentknown as "Community Studies."
In order to accommodate this change, the College will change its school
song from "Hail, Colby, Hail!" to "Kumbaya." Accordingly,the chapel bells
will be replaced by a combined choir of Boy Scouts and Brownies who will
take up permanent residence in the building 's belfry.
All dorm room walls will also be removed singlehandedly by Particia
Crandlemeyer Murphy in order to alhevate the detrimental effects that physical separationtends to have on building community "Basically, we're simply stepping it up from co-ed dorms, to co-ed barracks rooms." This
massive overhaul will include the demolition of stall doors and shower curtains When asked about the potential privacy implications, Crandlemeyer
replied that "look, do we really want to live in the kind of community where
people are uncomfortable watching each other lather up or dropping the
kids off at the pool? I've been watching people do those things for years."
—Don Melega. Official Echo Community Cultivator

the highly controversial final edition of
the Echo , we have decided to schedule
a forum for offended students to express those concerns," President of the
College William D. Adams said.
"Rather than wait for them to come to
us with their grievances, we are going
to be one step ahead."
"We want students to feel comfortable on campus,"Vice President for Student Affairs James S. Terhune said
"Even more than that though, we just
want them to like us." Students have
long known Terhune for the emphasis he
placeson communityand conversations,
as well as conversations"we need to be
having" about community. "Moreover,
any time the boat rocks even a little bit,
we have learned to expect at least a
demonstration, if not a sit-in."
Despite the administration's efforts
to counteract any potentially offended
students, some on the Hill are still displeased. "I think that this is a sort of
micro-aggression itself, though to be
honest, I'm not entirel y sure what that
term means," Adam Lowenstein '09
said. "Not everyone is able to talk,
and it is insensitive of the administration to limit their access to expression.
What about people who are too shy to
speak in public? What about people
who have night classes? This is just
another attempt to silence the student
voice "

SGA LACK OF SEX SCANDAL

Other student reactions: "I just don 't
understand why we aren't having senior steps this year. I mean, a campus
wide barbeque? F* that They say they
want us to have a campus community
but then they take away the community
building events. I mean, next thing I
know they are going to be taking away
the Last Chance Dance, and I'll be
damned if I don't get one last sloppy
hook up in before peacin' out of this
joint"
t said. Although this response may be factually erroneous on
the surface, it undoubtedly reflects current tensions on the Hill.
WHEN WE DONT HAVE PM0(0S. WE -BOHftOW" IHEM FBOM IKE HTBM
Both Adams and Terhune ex- In an unguarded moment, SGA Publicity Chair Dan Roboff '09 agonizes
pressed concern over these negative over how to properly convey his reactions to the Colby community.
responses. "We are going to be gathering information over time," Adams
said. "We don 't have anything to say
yet, but I assure you there will be a
full report made available to you as
soon as possible." In addition to gathering evidence, Terhune encourages
Patrick was my friend, but apparentl y
By NEO
I didn 't even really know him. I just
students to express themselves freely.
ENTER
THE
MATRIX
"I know the official forum isn't until
can 't believe that the same guy who
later in the week, but my office is alThe student leadership commu- arranged threesomes between the
ways open. I have circle time at noon nity was scandalized on Sunday younger members of SGA—nou
Monday through Friday, and I would morning [ "Student leaders "? The THAT'S leadership; we really thought
love to have students join me. After average Colby kid will have no that showed how much he cared—
our discussions we will have cookies idea what the hell we 're talking could actually be dating someone
and milk."
about. We 'd better clarify this be- long-term on the side."
The forum has been scheduled for fore we go to print.—Suz] by the
By contrast, SGA Vice PresidentThursday May 7. It will take place in news that Patrick Boland '09, pres- elect Katherine Unsworth '10, curthe Hillside Tunnels at 3 a.m.
ident of the Student Government rently studying abroad , is standing
Association , appears to have been firmly by Boland. "I refuse to beinvolved in a perfectly normal , re- lieve these ridiculous and frankl y
spectful , even loving relationshi p mean-spirited accusations," she
for over two years.
wrote in an e-mail to the Echo. "I
"I'm obviously very disap- know for a fact that Patrick banged
pointed ," Director of Campus Life at least two of those sluts from
and Assistant Dean of Students Wellesley a couple of years ago. "
Kelly Wharton told the Echo. "And she added , referring to a cappelh
From SWINE FLU, Page 1
seen or heard having sex will be tack- honestly, a little disturbed. [Vice groups who visited the College in
led and cited by Security. Furthermore, President for Academic Affairs and spring 2007 for invitationals. "There
facts. At the same time that this fact- a three-day abstinence-training pro- Dean of Students] Jim [Terhune] and are even pictures. I'd send them to
finding is moving forward, I will be gram will replace COOT next year.Fi- [Associate Dean of Students] Bar- you as proof, but the connection
working to identify a person from out- nally, the Colby Outing Club (COC) bara [Moore] and I didn 't think the over here isn 't very reliable. Reall y,
side the institution who can evaluate will be renamed and refitted as Colby year could get any worse. Worst case you people make me sick. Patrick 9
the facts, make determinations about Opposing Climax Kids (COCK) and scenario, we might not be able to With an honest girlfriend? Journaliswhat happened, and suggest possible Student Health on Campus (SHOC) have an SGA next year. They can 't tic integrity my ass."
SGA President-elect Jacob Fischer
changes to Colby's policies and pro- will now perform its duties as Student even get a sex scandal right. Didn 't
cedures, if appropriate. I will commu- Health On Celibacy Keeping Every- Patrick work for John Edwards? I '10 released a brief statement connicate more about this piece of the one Restrained (SHOCKER).
firming that his official position is one
expected better."
of solidarity with
process in die next few days."
The student body collectively ex[Hey. I worked
The campus community promptly pressed outrage upon hearing about f o r Edwards too.
Boland, but was
came together to thank Adams for the these decisions. Led by an impromptu Do we have to inunavailable
for
further comment
incredibly specific and very informa- group named Colby United for Pleas- clude this?—Anna]
tional information.
Esther
Boyd
ure, the bodyplans to stage a rally. All [Yes —Suz]
i«9-i+0 'H'3l iArv
After several days of investigation, students who like to have sex (or think
SGA Publicity
we sure? We 've
the Administrationhas decided to ban they might get the chance to one day) Chair Dan Roboff
gotten her class
sexual intercourse for first-year stu- are encouraged to wear lingerie and *09 was "shocked,
year wrong before
dents. Consequently, any first years meet at the flagpole at noon.
just shocked," acBetter check —
cording to sophoAnna], a frequent
more dorm president
ECHO EXCLUSIVE
contributor to the
Nicole Murakami
opinion section of
(Dana), a member of
the Echo and a
SGA's
publicity
longtime friend of
team who spoke to
Boland' s, claimed
the Echo the day
in an interview not
after the news broke.
"Ricky [Schwartz Katherine Unsworth '10 to have known
SGA Vice President-elect
'II , next year's pubabout the relationship but seemed
licity officer] and I
unfazed by the
couldn 't get him to
eat We eventually managed to literally news. "I mean, those of us who know
drag him into the pub, and Sheryl took Patrick really well... 1 guess on some
care of him from there, but it wasn't level we kind of saw this coming.
even if it wasn 't something we
pretty."
"Not even a little ," Schwartz could've predicted if you 'd asked us
a year ago," she said. "But you know.
agreed.
"All I can say is that I' m deeply, I think we were always aware that
deeply disappointed in Patrick," deep down, he's actually, I mean. I
Roboff himself later wrote in an offi- hate to say it, but he's actually a de1. Ben Herbst
cial statement to the Club Hub mail- cent guy."
2. Ourselves
Boyd attempted to say more, but
ing list , which we include here in its
3. A! from the Mailroom
entirety: "We all expect torrid affairs every time she started a new sen4. Noodle Bowl Lady
from our politicians, maybe even sex tence she started to get choked up
5. Journalistic Credibility
tapes, and student politicians are no [This isn 't very newsy language; w e
6. Rob Kievit '09*
exception. Part of the job description don 't care how people feel, remem7. Margie Gnbbell so she can "paint us wearing this...only this..."**
is being an amoral douchebag, right? ber?—Suz]
8. Charles Bassett
Boland himself could not he
Hell , it's why I ran. But this sort of be9. Anne Hull***
havior crosses the line. It 's completely reached for comment. According to
10. Anna Kelemen & Beth Ponsot****
unacceptable. On behalf of the rest of Wharton, Campus Life and the
the Exec Board, I promise you that we Dean's Office are doing everything
*Actually on Chelsea Eaf dn '09 s' list
arc dedicated to investigating how this they can to aid the Exec Board's in**/s that too obscure of a Titanic reference?
breach of ethics might have influ- vestigation , although given the Col***Nothing get us going more than Pulitzer Prizes
enced some of the work Patrick did in lege's dire financial situation, this
****Because "that s' what she said... "
his official capacity as SGA President mostly involves empty platitudes and
More importantly, I feel that I have vague exhortations with adjectives
been personally betrayed: I thought that don 't really go together.

Student leader alleged
to respect GF's dignity

If you want to have sex
meet on the quad at 12

Seniors outsource last
chance dance lists to
James Beltran,
matches increase 17%

I know for a fact
that Patrick
banged at least
two of those
sluts from
Wellesley a
couple of years
ago. There are
even pictures.

The Echo Editorial Board's Last
Chance To Get In Our Pants List

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Prof, departs, students hunger strike

Opal leaves,
students drink
Vitamin Water

By K.P.
SHE DROPS KNOWLEDGE ON THE
ECHO
On Friday, history professor Jason
Opal announced sudden plans to leave
Colby in the wake of controversy surrounding the hospitalization of two
female students competing for seats in
Opal's coursesthis Fall. Students who
witnessed the brawl have expressed
shock at Ac severity =f scratching,
biting and hair-pulling inflicted by the
two young women. Recent scandal
surrounding Registrar racketeering of
spots in Opal's courses has also contributed to his decision to resign.
Over the weekend, over twenty students declared a hunger strike, organizing their protest in from of Miller
Library. Even though the number has
since dwindled to six students, this
radical response to Opal 's announcement has overshadowed both incidents related to his departure.
"Our solidarity hasn 't weakened.
We're determined to get Jason back"
one striker affirmed. Their camp, furnished only with a cooler full of Vitamin Water and pictures of the former

College s Investment Club
to buy Organic Garden
By !LOVE CAPITALISM
SUCK IT, LIBERALS

/ can has cheezburger? Can it be hugz time now pies?
professor, has become a fixture on
campus over the past week.
"Jason was the best thing that ever
happened to this school. The emptiness in my stomach is nothing compared to the emptiness in my heart "
another student proclaimed, the others nodding solemnly.

CHRIS HOOER/ SOCKS « t.FE

President Bro Adams has also praised
the students in their strong show of community spirit, lemarking on the "inspiration and glamour Professor Opal brought
to this institution." All that remains to be
seen is if this touchingand harrowing display of admiration by Colby students will
appeal to the formerprofessor's humanity.

OH SHIT

The Colby Investment Club announced last Thursday that it had
reached a tentative agreement for the
purchase of the Colby Organic Garden. While the details remain to be
ironed out, the transaction 's success
appears imminent.
Founded in 2008, the Colby Investment Club has seen its portfolio
shrink significantly in recent months.
Despite outperforming the market, the
organization has spent the last few
weeks searching for a new investment
strategy before the close of this
spring 's semester. With the Organic
Garden it has found just that.
"We see this as a chance to invest
in the real economy, or the organic
economy if you will. High flying
stocks are the way of the past," said
Investment Club executive officer
John Roberts '09.
The Organic Garden is a two-year
old student initiative to provide the
Colby community with sustainable
agricultural products. According to
Roberts, the garden will be "maybe
even more sustainable " under future
management.
"If one defines sustainable as
meaning more profitable, then the Organic Garden will be much more sus-

RUSSIA ANNEXES POLAND
By WINSTON CHURCHILL
PHAT BRITISH DUDE

English Department Chair, Laurie
Osborne, had a Christmas present for
the Polish Department-partition.
While the Writers' Center was still
seething with the Greek crisis over in
the Classics Department, she announced that the Russian Department
would extend its frontier to Lovejoy
450 in what has been deemed a "hostile takeover." The Polish Department
would be compensatedwith the backroom of the Language Resource Center; now, they can look outside and
reminisce about what it was like to
run their own department. Department Chair Osborne did not say who
was to get the bigger part Miller Library 250, an office traditionally held
by the Polish Department, but one to
which the German department has
staked claims.
Osborne was unapologetic as she
exhumed the "grim, bare bones" of
the Polish question. She reported: "On
Feb. 22 I said that I took occasion to
raise personally with Marshal de
Sberbinin [Russian Department chair]
the question of the future of the Polish
Department. It was with great pleasure that I heard from Marshal de
Sherbinin that she, too, was resolved
upon the creation and maintenance of

a strong, integral, independent Poland
Department as one of the leading
powers in the Humanities. She several
times repeated this declaration in public. I am convinced that that represents the settled policy."

Truly, Miller
250 is an unnecessarily large
space for the
Polish department; it would
be put to much
better use
under the German department 's control.
Ranja Radwan

German language assistant

Discussions with the German department, as mediated through the
German language assistant Ranja Radwan, have also taken a conciliatory
tone with the mediating English
power. Through talking with Osborne,

Radwan has expressed a concern for
the German department 's larger wellbeing and necessity for more classrooms, while still promising that such
expansions would neither upset the
greater balance of power nor lead to a
complete dissolution of the Polish Department. Radwan referred to a certain
"Lebensraumpolitik" in which she described this expansion as a necessary
result of a strengthened and growing
German Department; certain smaller
language departments would have to
sacrifice office and class space. Radwan was clear that the German Department was in no way interested in
prompting a wide scale conflict that
could involve the English , Russian,
French and Italian departments; she
emphatically stated they would be
content with small concessions given
by the Polish. Radwan has widely
been quoted as saying: "Truly, Miller
250 is an unnecessarily large space for
the Polish department; it would be put
to much better use under the German
department 's control."
To her critics, Laurie Osborne
might well have answered: what else
could I do? The other language departments had come to terms with the
Russian professors on the fate of German Department and spheres of influence in the Humanities. The terms
were hard. The Polish Department
was the sacrifice.

John Roberts '09
Capitalist

ket shocks is one motivation behind
the acquisition , the Investment Club
has a more global, humanitarian goal
as well. According to Josh Jamner
'09, the garden's productive capacity
will for the first time be fully realized,
allowing for Colby to join the fight

By NOBODY

EFR3UR-LIVES.Crw

it . Bates is in for quite a shock. Who behind an empty shell of a person. Of fact, due several reported sightings of
can tackle when you're reliving your course, philosophy students on campus silvery gbost-like mules running
who have been debating the existence of around Johnson Pond , it is believed
most awful childhood memories?"
Student response on campus to the the soul for severalsemesterswill beskep- that a small group of students on camHeadmaster of Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and WizardryAlbus Dumb- announcement has been expectedly tical as to the effectivenessof this punish- pus has already perfected the charm.
ledore, Adams announcedthat although grim, and a campus-wide anti-Demen- ment, but as one student noted, "it sounds When a student—who wishes to remain anonymous—was approached
tor rally is already in like a seriousupgrade from Mace."
Dementors—who
In response to the announcement , by an Echo reporter near the Pond ,
the works. Said one
cause an overshocked—and now students thus have planned for a fall she provided a refreshingly upbeat
whelming sense oi
worried—student, "I S!H!0!U!T! week solely devoted to take on the announcement.
unhappiness and
"They got Bowdoin down, Hogknew something instructing fellow peers on Dementor
I'felessness in all
was up with Bow- defense. First on the agenda in every warts was in near shambles over
humans
near
doin. Shit. Now lesson will be the Patronus Charm , them, but at Colby we'll find a way to
them—will be a
Colby 's gonna be which creates a spirit-like protective stay positive," she said. "But, if they
"definite presence"
entity that serves to ward off oncom- got rid of COOT, then we'd really be
depressed as well."
on campus, they
The administra- ing new hooded Security members. In in trouble."
will be forbidden
tion has been
from the athletic
in contact with
playing fields.
the
current
Adams
William
"We don 't want
of
Prezzzi Minister
our athletes feeling
Magic, Kingsdead before they
ley Shackleeven
take the
held," he said. "Our baseball team 's bot, for advice on where to house
esteemed
"the
who
Bro
called
record shows this is not a positive
new membersof the Colby comgame strategy."
Still, PresidentAdams did make one munity." Considering Demenexception , noting that dementors will tors feed on human happ iness,
be positioned behind the benches of the possible sites include Foss Dinopposing team for all home football ing Hall on weeknights, Dana
games next fall, and especially encour- residence hall on the weekends,
aged the hooded guards' attendance at or anywhere "a freshman finally
games against Bates College and Bow- loses a v-card."
"Dementors at all parties,"
doin College. Exclusive information
obtained by the Echo revealsthat Bow- mused Adams. "That'll make
think twice before shotgunyou
doin has in fact beenusing dementors
on its security force for decades, and ning another beer."
In addition to feedingon all posthis may well account for the drab and
gloomy atmosphere that permeates the itive human emotions,a Dementor's
campus in Brunswick, but Adams re- last and worst weapon is the DeELIEN LONDON/ HO FUN ZONt
mentor's Kiss, in which the Demen- Dementorsmay order you topourout yourdrinkor slip into irreversibledepression.
mained optimistic.
soul
to
leave
victim's
tor
sucks
out
its
to
"Well, even if Bowdoin is used

Dementors at all
parties...That 'll
make you think
twice before
shotgunning
another beer.

If one defines
sustainable as
meaning more
profitable , then
the Organic
Garden will be
much more sustainable under
our management.

against world hunger.
Said Jamner, "Organic means saving the world , fighting hunger, distributing hugs, doing the right thing.
Avoiding efficient fertilizers is basically akin to a new colonialism."
Current caretakers of the garden
are not happy with the developments,
but appear unwilling to block the
transaction. Disregardingthe common
logic that the owner should not sell a
business they are inclined to keep, the
group has decided to go ahead with
the sale.
"None of you understand capitalism. The little man never wins. The
environment never wins. Just because
Obama won doesn 't mean everything's going to change," explained
Robyn Wardell Ml. .
To date, the administration has
made several comments on the purchase, all of which appear to contradict each other. President William
Adams advised students not to jump
to any conclusions , and even appeared to deny that Colby might
have an Organic Garden or Investment Club.
Adams did promise more information soon, and assured the community
that he would email Kelly Wharton to
find out what was really going on, but
did warn not to expect too much as
she rarely answers his mail.

[There was supposed to be an article
here, but the News Staffer who was
supposed to write it never sent it in]

Dementors to turn Hill into Buzzkillington, USA
From COLBY IS DEMENTED , Page 1

tainable under our management. If
you interpret it to mean capable of
long-term sustainability, than maybe
not so much," explained Roberts.
While hedging against future mar-
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A P.S.A.FROM THE GARRISON-FOSTER HEALTH CENTER

As swinef l u takes the nation by storm, like a freshly releasedBackstreet
¦
Boys album circa 1998, we at the Garrison-Foster HealthCenter -.
to advise the community to take thefollowingprecaution?
to heip&
trading this horrible, apocalyptic armageddon-esque virus;

-B*Dotstart crack mmor ottor flragmnittHMiaia m

EDITORIAL

TOP HATS ARE COOL

THe FuTUre SpEAKz
¦ car Colby.
"^^

We are the fucked-up five , fearing for our futures, in a closet with no light, it 's like the bottomless pit of Hell or at least a third world country with no food or running water. Also, Dash
Wasserman is probably groping someone's leg at this point, but it 's too dark to tell ("Oh, hi
Dash." says an unsuspectingnewstaffer). There is no outside contact—the world could have
suffered a nuclear holocaust for all we know, but who cares, we're boozinV
As we're sitting in this hot dark closet, we realize that there are so many things here that we
need to appreciate and can only be found once we come out of the closet.. . (feel free stop caring here, bitch). The cynic in us loves to sip on the haterade (yeah, we went there), but once
we read fjnylife.com, we realize that our lives are great, or at least not as bad as the guy whose
mom walking in on him doing... well, you get the idea... But life goes on. And Colby still
sucks, but who cares. It doesn 't suck as hard as your mom or that bitch we tapped at Bowdoin
last weekend. (At least we're not like those master-Bates-ers—classy shit only, y 'herTTd). Yeah
we like to complain, but so does Bill O'Reilly and we all tolerate his shit. Let's deal with our
own. We shit on Colby, but at the end of the day it 's our shit. And roses really smell like poo
poo poo, yeah, Roses really smell like poo poo poo. And we kind of like our shit .
Sure room draw for freshmen is like being in a Japanese internment camp having to chose
betweenslitting your wrists and drinking acid, but its stuff like that that makes it a true Colby
experience. It 's like your first time. .. plunking... or getting laid (email dnwasser@colby.edu
for details... or ask Anna Kelemen for a good time). Make the best of what you've got and be
half-assed all the way. (Challah for my mulez, Brah?).
So what does Colby have goin * for it? The only reason that we came to the Hill was because
it has ... Oh, a really hot newspaper. And a banging ECHO staff (no really, have you see Chris
Hoder, JK, of course what we mean is Annie "super-Asian" Chen). We have great professors,
facilities , a beautiful campus and we 're also infamous. Did you know that urban dicttonary.com says that Colby is "A weed-topia in the secluded woods of Central Maine where
Vaginasrun freely to and fro and Beer flows from the icy glaciers of Mt. Nattymoore. Whereas
Bowdoin and Bates students have little to do but sit with their thumbs up their asses, Colby
students enjoy a wide variety of awesomeness. Shaka!!!!!IM(khan.)
"Ex: Last night when Jenny was sucking on my balls , 1 felt so good that 1 thought I was at
Colby for JanPlan."
So what if we suck, at least it 's not balls (That 's what Allie said... to Alex) Keep rocking,
Colby. And rock hard.
CONCLUSION: The world would not exist without the ECHO. It is the only good thing
about Colby. If you didn 't catch it the first time, you can always catch the ECHO. P.S. The
ECHO gets you laid.
OVER AND OUT Your favorite freshmen.
.... . .
-nOCi bu ot» ^JUt<
Senior Ed's Note: We really regret hiring Dash Wasserman. We 're never going to trust the
Jutureagain. Sbrry Colby Community !!!
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RUSTY EAKIN AND CRACKBERRY MERKELSON
SERIOUSLY IN CHIEF?

ANNA KELEMEN

Keepin it real with Kris Miranda,
imposters and unnameable liquids
So, I'll take a
wild guess that
some you have a
few drinks and
pretend to be
drunk. Then there
are those people
who give too
much credit to
must admit, for such a small campus, Colby their own "cleverhas an immense amount of musicallygifted ness" by doing this
Isingers. There's the ultra cool and classic thing where they
Colby Eight (although by now you'd think take a few sips out
they'd rename themselves to the Colby Ten or of every container
Eleven... depending on the year), the ultra se- of an unnamable
ductive Colbyettes, the spunky and hilarious liquid just to mainBMR kids, and of course, the boys of Blue tain "badass" staLights. In addition, many others consistently tus, and have an
showcase their talents in plays, chorale, solos, excuse to be drunk
a little later on.
bands, and a cappella groups.
subseColby also has (don't be too shocked now) a Which
drinking culture. The administration and vari- quently gives them
couflTTSf of urns m
n
ous committeeshave probablybeen trying (fail- at least an excuse Advice from a sen/or; consider serenading the ladies with dance Instead.
ing miserably) to curtail this for as long as they for the inexcusable There 's no need for excuses when you have rhythm like this.
can remember.They ask, "do people drink to behavior they are
get drunk? Do people drink to fit in? Do people about to enact in later on such as SING
also probably just pretending to be drunk to get
drink to be drunk?" I suspect that the answers why? Or they hope that an unlucky friend X away with things he normally wouldn't get
are no, no and hmmm NO.
who is with them, is too drunk to differentiate away with, and that unfortunately he is probably
Not that I am that all knowing but isn't it ob- good singing from bad singing, and will think internally laughing at them (or you) because
vious by now that kids drink to SEEM drunk?
they (or probably you) sound like crap.
They are way too many benefits to mischieBut, by far the worst kind of imposters, arc
vously pretending to be drunk. Like yesterday,
those of you out there, (you KNOW who you
are) who usebeing drunk as an excuse to hit on
I was in Pulver trying to pretend to do homecreatures of the opposite sex variety who are
work (but really just writing long, inconclusive,
clearly out of your league and you'd normalK
repetitive e-mails at odd hours in the morning),
when I heard some girls dancing down through
be too chicken to come up to when sober. Bethe pavilion singing really off pitch to a Britney
cause (if you're in fact lucky enough to) you
Spears piece. These girls, sorry to say, are probdon't REALLY want to be too drunk to forget
how
it felt like to kiss a totally gorgeous girl on
ably not in BMR, or the Sirens, or musicalsolos,
the followingday.She might want to forget heror the Colbyettes, or plays, or the Megalomaniacs. Just about every kid wanted to grow up to
self, or pray that you to forget her mistake, but
be a music star (well... maybe, Kris Miranda
YOU are too smart for that.
But honestly folks, considering that everyone
thinks so), and Colby has a disproportionate
is a faker, your logic is really not that ingenious
amount of clubs catering to talented singers
The excusable exhibitions of inhibitions is ac(maybe). Yet inevitably, as much as many peotually quite unappreciated. Leave the singingto
p le would love to sing to their heart's content
they wouldn't be able to make a musicalgroup
the good singers, or sing quietly in the shower
to save themselves.
when you're sure others aren 't around. Leave
the pretty girls alone unless you have a better
Even still, all students can't get drunk on a
excuse to get to know them than being drunk,
Saturday night even as that gives them an exand please, please, you're in college, GROW
cusable excuse to happily sing badly, especially
becausetoo many of us are expert procrastina- that they're cool enough to pull off wearinga UP.
By the way, I am of course not speaking from
tors, and we must get homework done on Sun- top hat such as mine (or at least as cool as one
day which is really difficult to do when of thoseColby Eight boys.) Only, the witty ones personal experience. As Nietzsche said, "I am
neglects to consider that like them, friend X is one thing, my writingsare another."
hung-over.

(NOT)
KRIS
MIRANDA

Only, the witty ones
neglects to consider
that... friend X is also
probably just pretending to be drunk... and
that he is probably internally laughing at
them (or you) because they (or probably you)
sound like crap.

Squirrel says: Get off the Hill and get some
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AND ARE CRAZY LITTLE SHITS
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The paper is published every Wednesday thatwe feel like and is far better than insideColby. We
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students on the Hill have yet to
Ma n y
explore Waterville! I know, crazy,
right?!?! Because Waterville is like
the greatest city evah! BURST YOUR BUBBLE!!! YOU JUST DON'T KNOW WHAT
YOU'RE MISSING! :) :)
Have you been absolutely dying to get off
campus and visit the best greatest place
ever?!?!?! Okay, great, because the Get Off
Downtown Coalition has planned a whole
great week in downtown Waterville designed
to give you the best time evah!!!! It 's called
The Great Sexscape 2009 and it promises to
be a totally awesome time!
Some people might say that the only
chances we have to get laid are on the
Hill....not true!! There are so many people to

5. The Red Light district! Okay, so, this one
is a huge secret! In fact, even some seniors
probably have never visited this local gem 1
You've heard of the South End! You've heard
of the North End! Well, this Get Off Downtown favorite is located in the Southeast End 1
It 's awesome! I promise! Okay, so if you go
three paces down from the Bread Box (it 's
called "Box" for a reason!), and rumdown the
alley walk past the dude sleeping in the bo*
(he HEARTS downtown Waterville just as
much as we do!) and then pass the four trannie
prostitutes (whoops...I mean sex workers! But.
you should get to know them! They're FABULOUS! ;)) Okay, then, you 're there!!
So hopefully this will get you started in
your off-campus sexcapades! The Great Sexscape 09 promises to be great and we hope you
get to know your local community a lot better! Many students complain that the only ass
they can get anymore is from freshmen a:
dances...this is not true!
Okay, so we're doing a special photo contest to prove how AWESOME Waterville is to
EVERYONE on campus! We'll display your
photo adventures in Pulver and also some galagainst public nudity ! ijjjjBoobs!!!!! ;)
3. The Treasure Chest! This one is great for leries downtown!! So, e-mail any photos to
dildos (says Alex Richards, Senior News Ed- wadams@colby.edu!
Go out and get your bubble bursted (in
itor). Also, body chocolate, according to
Chelsea Eakin, EIC. And everyone loves body more ways than one)!!! Keep that blue light
chocolate! Plus, the flavored condoms are lo- burning (in more ways than one)!!!!
cally grown!!!!
4. Waterville High School... ;)
do in Waterville, it's not even funny! This article will give you the scoop!
1. The Bob-Inn! This one might be obvious, but it's surprising how few people have
actually visited this downtown gem! You may
have heard all about it from you
friends...now's the time to go see it yourself!
2. Champs! Wet-t-shirt Wednesdays! This
is the one exception to Waterville's ordinance

SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX
SEX SEX SEX SEX

A note from the editors:
Whenever we ask you to

Please recycle this Echol

Really, we're just having trouble filling space. We don't give a shit
about the environment.

Overzealous f ountainuses drugzzz
From FOUNTAIN IS CRAZY, Page 12

someone had to get hurt before action was taken."
The Colby community is attempting to begin the healing process as
the initial investigation is launched ,
but the sting of the allegations will
take time to abate. Said Athletic Director Marcella Zalot , "We take doping allegations amongst our water
systems very seriously. In this time
of crisis, we must look to reward
fountains that are free of speculation
as well as to seek out and punish
those that choose to circumvent the
rules. As a college, we will emerge
from this situation stronger and better hydrated than when we entered
it. "

In this time of
crisis, we must
look to reward
fountains that are
free of speculation
as well as seek
out and punish
those who chose
to circumbent the
rules.

rooms , began to rage when this fall a
Colby student suffered a scratched
cornea after the fountain unleashed
.i particularly furious blast of H20
into the unsuspecting first-year 's
eye. Though the incident was hushed
up and the fountain agreed to a settlement , the seeds of doubt had been
p lanted. Speaking on the condition
of anonymity, one Colby official
s.ud "the Eye-gate incident really
forced us to take a look at the fountain 's training program and evaluate
whether we needed to investigate
further. We had heard rumors of refreshment-rage existing, but we
were just too naive to see it right in
front of us. It was just tragic that

Marcella Zalot
Athletic Director

BOOZE UPDATE

New alcohol enforcer

Barkley to teach
"Liberal Arts panft
sies a lesson

Colby handle themselves with regard
to consuming alcohol. "

I mean, let's be
honest. We
need to reel
some of these
kids in. 1 think I
can be the one
who does it. If
not , I'll tattoo
Bro's name on
my ass.

By EDGAR ALLEN FLOE
SPECIAL CORRESPONDANT

WATERVILLE, MAINE -The
eleven-time NBA All-Star and the
man nicknamed "Sir Charles" for his
aggressive and outspoken demeanor
both on and off the court has been
hired by the Board of Trustees at
Colb y College to facilitate change in
the role of alcohol use on campus.
"This is a very difficult and unique
time for the College and one that calls
for immediate and drastic action ",
President Bro Adams said in a statement released on Tuesday. "Charles is
a very honest and straight-forward
kind of guy. He does not skirt around
the issues. We expect that he will be
able to change the way students at

Charles Barkley

NBA dude

When reached for a phone interview at TNT's television studios,
where Barkley is a basketball com-

NOTWNO RtAl/TME COlflY ECHO

mentator . Sir Charles sounded optimistic about the opportunity to share
his wisdom with students on
Mayflower Hill.
"I mean, let's be honest. We need
to reel some of these kids in . I think I
can be the one who does it. If not , I'll
tattoo Bro's name on my ass."
Barkley brings lots of experience to
the job. While playing at Auburn University, he developed a reputation for
his creative ways to consume beer.
Perhaps his best known is the
'Crouching Tiger ', named after
Auburn 's mascot, in which Barkley
would fill up a basketball with beer,
stick a hose in it , and consume the
beer-basketball by crouching on top
of it, forcing the fluid out of the ball,
"When I was at Auburn, I was
huge. 1 weighed 300 pounds but could
run rim to rim and dunk all over the
SEC. After lots of games, wins or
losses, it was time for the Crouching
Tiger. Those days are beyond me
now; I've realized that acting responsibly points you in the right direction.
The thing with these kids is that they
go to a wimpy-ass school in New
England where they 're coddled by
parents and professors. It 's not the big
scene that I'm familiar with, but I' m
up to the challenge."
Upon hearing of the Champagne
Steps tradition , and its subsequent termination last spring, Barkley remarked, "Senuosly? These kids are
spoiled. I'll give 'em a good wake up
verbal ass-kicking."
Barkley starts working with
trustees on June 1, to prepare for the
beginning of classes in the fall. However, he said that he will be at Colby
next week to "get some first impressions of these Liberal Arts pansies and
see what the golf in Maine is like ,"

Barkley intends to teach Colby kids a lesson. Be afraid. Very afraid.

Only Braomball survives cuts
By BILLY MAYS
STAFF WRITER

Everyone has heard about the financial crisis that has affected the nation and world. Now the crisis is
bitting home, hard. The athletic department announced Saturday that
due to severe cut back of funds as dictated by college president "Bro"
Adams, the college has decided to cut
all varsity, club and iplay sports except one, broomball, which will be elevated to a varsity sport next year.
Bro also announced the new head
coach to be Karen MacCrate Henning,
the prolific ex-women 's lacrosse
coach. Bro spoke highly of MacCrate
Henning saying "Although I have
never met her and !doubt she has any
experience with broomball , I know a
winner when I see one. That's what
Colby College does, beer die and
broomball." MacCrate Henning declined to comment, but was later overheard saying "What the fuck?
Broomball? Sounds gay."
Opinions on this matter differ
within the student population. I entered Coburn to ask people's opinions,
but was yelled at by two tenants for
disturbing the peace when I knocked
on a door. Out on the quad, reactions
were mixed. "Without football I got
nothing," said an athlete of large
stature "Now how will the freshman
girls know who to hook up with?" Another student put in her two cents
about who the best player would be.
She settled on Michael Dakers ' I I .
"The best broomballer that I've evei
seen is Miguelito Dakers, he has a
soft touch when he needs to and can
ram it hard when he wants to. He re-

peatedly penetrates his balls deep in
the opposing goaltender 's net." The
girl continued on but I just left. Finally I saw Dan Heinrich '09, iPlay
legend. He got a hard-on when he
learned that broomball was going varsity, then immediately went flaccid
when reminded that he was graduating in two weeks.
On Tuesday, the new head coach
held a brief press conference to address the College. She unveiled the

The best
broomballer
that I've ever
seen is Miguelito
Dakers, he has a
soft touch when
he needs to and
can ram it
hard when he
wants to.
Random Freshman

Girl

team's new uniforms and gear. MacCrate Henning decided to pick and
choose from all the cut varsity sport
uniforms. For bottoms, the team will
wear field hockey skirts for home
games and the swim team's speedos
for away games. The tops will be
polos taken from the golf team. Embroidered on the back will be a Mule
humping the shit out of the other

NESCAC mascots. The team will be
required to wear lacrosse helmets and
volleyball sneakers at all times. The
team will be given new broomball
sticks, made from sawed off lacrosse
sticks with the rubber paddle. [The
team warm-ups are made of giant
panda fur. Colby acknowledges the
endangered status of the panda, so
they will kill the pandas naturally,letting them out of the zoo and hunting
them with the track team's javelins.]
Lastly, she announced the school's
plans to move Alfond stadium to
Johnson Pond Stadium, the new home
of the Mules.
Tryouts will be held next semester
in October. To be on the team, Coach
MacCrate Henning is demanding raw
dog talent, speed, skill, strength, stamina, and dangling ability. All standard
broomball rules apply at the varsity
levels. Helmet must stay on at all
times, but only three helmets actually
will be large enough. Reft will be
present, but will not blow the whistle
to stop play until the crack of a collar*
bone or enough blood starts pooling on
the ice. Full swings are outlawed; only
below the waist height backswingsare
permitted. However, no one will stop
you if you take a full rip at it and it is
much more effective. Also, at leastone
team must be drunk for the entirety of
the game, standard rules. Usually mis
teamwill be me freshman team, after a
few games they catch on.
Most importantly, how does the
Colby broomball team stack up
against the competition? For now,
only local Thomas College has heard
of broomball or has a team. Ergo, the
future looks bright for this new determined squad as they play the lowly
Terriers 14 times next winter.

Hockeytries new recruitingtechniques
From HOCKEY. Page 12

Rangers of the National Hockey
League. The Mules reportedly have
been working on a deal that would
have professional players fro m the
Rangers dress in Colby uniforms
and play against unsuspecting
NESCAC opponents. In exchange ,
Jim would admit to John that he
was in fact the worse of the two
when they played hockey together
at the University of Maine from
1978-1981 , settling an argument
that has been ongoing for over
thirty years .
Of course, the coaching staff has
other plans in place to bring new talent to the hockey team. While continuing to heavily recruit from the
most talented high school hockey
players in New Eng land, scouts for
the team have been sent to search
for players from areas where hockey
is not as prominent , players who
hopefully Colby 's NESCAC rivals

will not be recruiting. "We see this
process as beneficial in many different ways," Assistant Coach Josh

We see this
process as beneficial in many
different ways.
It gives us access to talent
other NESCAC
schools will
miss.
Josh Robinson?

miss, while at the same time providing a Colby education to inner
city, less fortunate hockey players
who otherwise would not have the
opportunity." This plan, however,
has been met with quite a bit of
skepticism from the potential recruits. "Colby College," shouted
one of them, preferring to remain
anonymous, "Aww hell no. Isn't
that the place where security beats
up minorities? No way in hell I am
going there."
With such a multifaceted attack
to bring new players into the fold
of Colby hockey, the team and the
school have every reason to believe next year 's team will show
tremendous improvement from,
this year 's.

Assistant Coach

Robinson said, "it gives us access to
talent other NESCAC schools will

Please throw this Echo in a really unsustainable
trash can! K , thanks!!!!
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A way of life, die season nears finale

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

WHO I DONt KNOW

Beer die names can be any thing from "Sammy " to "Sweetcakes " to "Statutory Slut " to "Juicev Shaved Balls " - the possibilities are endless, really.

By SPLOOGE IEV
MY ASSHOLE
BOTH CRATi

Spinning end over end. the hexagonal orb flics through the air. its apex six
mches from the ceiling It falls, crashing on the table before catapulting off
the end Two seated players lunge
They bobble and they grope, but alas, u
hits the ground belov. their feet. Point.
Colby professional die had a banner year in 08-0*) with PA O successful
seasons The first semester was lorded
over by a masked man. referred to
only as "The Organizer ." and while
there was a considerable amount of
grumbling about his shaky profit margins, the season of MLD (Major
league [Beer) Die) went off without a
hitch ending in a subway series between two powerhouses in the Senior

Apartments: "Mr. O Face" and
"Sandy Claws" battled "Flaming Nutsack" and "Pope Kilter " in an epic
three game series.
The second season was transformed by an outsourcing of authority to the green land of Germany.
Former German NBA All-Star Detlef
Schrempf, a self proclaimed semi-pro
die player, took the reins and led a
more laid-back and frugal NDA (National Die Association) season, culminating with a team from Johnson
going up against one of Alfond's
finest. "Piss on my Dick and Sack"
and "All Over her Chest " tossed
against "Mary Low Down Dik" and
"Peter Peter Beaver Eater" in a turbocharged, cross campus showdown.
"None of the money will be thieved
by the organizers - it will all go back
towards the teams Detlef Schrempf

doesn 't need your chanty." he
claimed We all thank Schrempf for
sitting on his stack of NBA bills and
electing not steal from us poor college
folk. He also echoed an age old die
philosophy: "Skill level doesn 't matter. We're just looking to make some
new fnends. Detlef Schremp f wants
friends " In addition to cash prizes ,
Schrempf tapped into (he American
infomercial market promising that
"the losing trams in the final four will
each get a Shamwow!"
The competitors took the year very
seriously and as senior Andrew Young
'09 put it so succinctly "Die isn 't a
game, it 's a way of life. " He speaks
the truth of course. You will ne 'er find
a hard core die player uttering the numerical values of "5" or "7." A true
athlete will eat dinner at "buzz"oclock and then do Ins "biz" hours of

homew ork.
Althoug h played across the country, die has deep origins at Colby College. "You didn 't actuall y graduate
from Colby if you haven 't gotten a die
name." said Evan Footer '09 as he
double tapped en route to a PDT (Perfect Die Toss). The ancient ritual of
die naming comes after a player's first
plunk , and is immortalized by permanently writing ones name onto the
table on which the plunk took place.
When asked his favorite name. Tom
Nicol '09 simply stated the one scientific absolute in the game "A plunk is
a plunk is a Plunk!". Byron Meimeth
'09 was equally challenged by the
question , "Just keep the blue light
burning" he said softly before walking off into the dimming Waterville
sunset. Prophetic words , sir. May it
bum forever.

IMPORTANT REPORT

ESPN secedes from the Union

Parliament to be
located in
Bristol, Connecticut

show [Sportscenterj. which recently
began
broadcasting live
from Bristol, will
be the only program allowed on
By SELENA ROBERTS
all
televisions
A ROD DIRT DOG
within ESPNation
when there isn 't a
BRISTOL . Conn -On Tuesday, in game on. When
a shocking act of solidarity not seen asked to define a
in this country since the mid 1800s, game,
Bodenthe Entertainment Sports Program- heimer
said,
ming Network Incorporated—better "we 're not definknown as ESPN announced that it ing it. That 's our
was seceding from the United States elastic clause. But
of America
if you turn on
"We decided it was the next logical ESPN and see
step," said ESPN president George w e i g h t l i f t i n g ,
Bodenheimer. "I mean , in the past ten poker, drag-racing
years we've launched ESPN2. ESPN or bowling, it 's a
iHHWbtW UNOiTAMFOrOS T ' A M I CHRISHOOEH7 NO i M TOM BOUIEH BOTH? AT ONCE? OH
Classic, ESPNHD. ESPNU. ESPN good guess to say ESPN2. ESPN Classic, ESPNHD. ESPNV. ESPN Depones and ESPN the MAG = New Nation
ESPNtheMag
and
Depones,
those qualif y. OthESPN360.com.just to name a few, so erwise, [Sportsit only seems right that we launch our center] better be on." WTien a reporter could be seen flying over Bristol , Bo- world peace," the president said. "It 's
own country: ESPNation 'Bout time then commented that this aspect of denheimer also announced that he either that or chaos, and you 're on the
if you ask me "
ESPNation sounds eerily totalitarian plans to apply f or admittance into the clock. Take your pick. " At this point ,
Bodenheimer made the announce- and Big Brother-esque, Bodenheimer U.N. Security Council within the next NFL draft expert Mel Kipcr, who was
ment from the parking lot of ESPN was quizzical.
year as the Council' s sixth nation. sitting in the front row , could be seen
headquarters in Bris"1984?" he in- "Which is fining, " the president said , mouthing the word 'destruction ' and
tol.
Connecticut ,
toned. "The only '"cause we 're like the sixth man any- was led off the premises.
which is now to be
thing I know about way." When then asked what he ex"So in conclusion ," said president
referred to as "The
1984 is the Raiders pects ESPNation to contribute to the Bodenheimer , "I look forward to a
"
Parliament and is
won the Super global community. Bodenheimer kept new era for ESPN and the world. Tc
the capital of the
Bowl , the Tigers it simple
app ly for ESPNation citizenshi p,
world's
newest
won the World Se"If everyone could just hit a base- simply visit your local ESPN Zone
country
ries and the Celtics ball or kick a soccerball around for an and never leave. Welcome to the
"As the worldwon the Finals. hour a day. I guarantee you we'd have country.
wide leader
in
Next question."
,"
said
Bosports
In addition to
denheimer at ESPBodenheimer, who
' s
N a t i o n
will serve as the
introductory press
first president—
conference , "and in
"like G.Dubs"—
order to form a
longtime ESPN
more
athletic
anchor
Chns
we
do
union,
Berman will serve
hereby today estabas vice-president.
lish jockness and
Other
cabinet
George
Bodenheimer
ensure blacktop anmembers will inESPN Pre77777
"
imosity
After a
clude Stuart Scon
brief
pause
in
as Secretary of
which
several
State. Bob Ley as
ESPN employees Secretary of the Innow ESPNation citizens—doused terior, Lmda Cohn as Attorney General
Bodenheimer with a cooler full of and Kenny Mayne as Secretary of the
Gatorade. the president added , "and Treasury. When asked what he expects
provide for the common defense , his position to entail. Mayne said, "I
whether it be zone or man-to-man. got one word for you: rings Just don 't
Or Cover 2. Game on. "
tell Bill Russell."
Bodenheimer also released a stateIn Washington, the response to
ment after the press conference out- ESPN' s secession was surprisingly
lining the new nation 's main cordial.
constitutional points In addition to
"1 have no problem with the estabBristol as the capital , ESPNation is to lishment of ESPNation ," said Presibe composed of various "constituent dent Obama from the White House
states" throughout America These lawn, "Those guys up there are great.
states, formerly known as "ESPN They took me in to fill out a bracket,
Zones," arc located m many of the I got to play some ball in their gym,
U S 's major cities and will each rep- and I' m sure they 'll do fine. I wish
resent one -.eat in ESPNation 's sen- them all the best."
ate. Also, ESPN' s popular television
As soon as the ESPNation flag

I look forward to
a new era for
ESPN and the
world. To apply
for ESPNation
citizenship, simply visit your
local ESPN Zone
and never leave.
Welcome to the
country.
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Noodle Bowl Lady

SPORT:
Bowl-Throwing
HOMETOWN:
Asia?
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"• students
made cry on Monday-a

WHY: Noodle Bowl
lady is the newest adTSOnai record!
dition to the Fbss Dining ^
Hall family. Personally responsible for making every
student who asks for extra tofu feel like a greedy
bastard, Noodle Bowl Lady has made the normally
crunchy Fbss dining experience a warzone.

NESCAC PILE-UP
In a stunning investigative report released last week, the NESCAC announced
that the Trinity men's squash team lias been on a anabolic steroid regimen for the
past 10 years, thus explaining the Bantams' ridiculous dominance of the conference and all of Division III squash, as well as their 183 consecutive-match win
streak. As punishment.Trinity has suspended the entire team, as well as the coaching staff, for the upcoming season. "Well, it 's certainly dissapointing," said coach
Paul Assalante. "I mean, our team gave Trinity a name. Before us, nobody knew
what the hell a Bantam was,'' When Assalante was questioned about the Trinity
mascot, he explained how great it was to have a golden dragon representing the
school. However, once informed what a bantam actually is, Assalante had an entirely different view. "A minaturc chickem . are you serious? That 's it, fuck the
suspension. I quit. No wonder we needed to juice up " I n a recent report by The
Princeton Review a new poll of the "most pompous schools in the NESCAC"
yielded quite an impressive list. Among the cited colleges were Amherst, Williams.
Middlebury, Bates, Bowdoin, Conn, Tufts , Trinity. Hamilton and Wesleyan...Another recent study has also revealed that Williams and Amherst are in fact the same
school, with the same student body and twice as many sports teams as everybody
else m the conference. The Lord Ephs have thus won the past basketball and
swimming
&
diving
championships..
—Giant Rooster, King of All Mascots

THE SIXTH YEAR ITCH

From the darkest, deepest anals of Colby legend...
ESTHER BOYD
AND
MIKE BARRETT

Throug hout this past semester, we superSupers have given you a taste of what
life at Colby has been like over the past
six years. Admittedly, we may have taken
some liberties with "facts" and "memories,"
often exchanging them for "blatant lies about
the institution of Colby College," but it 's all
been in fun. So now that the end of our sixth
y ear is wrapping up, we would like you to join
us just once more on this extended trip down
memory lane. Everything we say is ridiculous
anyway, right? And boy have we saved the
best for last.
The drinking culture at Colby College is
like something out of an alcoholic 's fairy tale.
Rules that govern normal society are thrown
to the wind , and whether or not the frog you
hook up with is a prince the next morning, he
certainly looked okay the night before. While
the chem-free community exists and has a
\ cry dynamic presence on campus, no one can
deny that most Colby students interact with alcohol in some form on a very regular basis,
imbibing or not. The biggest holidays of the
year are Doghead and the infamous Champagne on the Steps, both of which solely revolve around drunken debauchery. For anyone
who might have missed these important dates
on the Colby social calendar, we're here to enlighten you. And after twelve semesters on the
hill , we've got some great drinking stories of
our own.
Doghead traditionally takes place on the
Saturday closest to St. Patrick 's Day. Very
easy to celebrate, the entire point of Doghead
is to be incredibly drunk before sunrise. This
differs from any other late night in that many

A Icohooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooolllllllllllllllllllllllllll

celebrators go to
sleep the ni ght before, only to wake
up sometime between 2 and 4 a.m.
to start drinking. The brief naptime is preferably not long enough to sober you up, but long
enough to gain a second or third wind. After
six to 10 hours of excessive drinking, there is
a second naptime , usually around late morning or early afternoon , before the third stage
of inebriation. Doghead is not for the faint of
heart or the low of tolerance, and therefore has
staked its claim as a true Colby nte of passage.
When celebrated correctly, Doghead beer is
dyed green and contains a live goldfish , which
one must swallow before the blackout stage.
Green beer isn 't all you have to look forward
to, though.' One year, we enjoyed coffee
brewed with beer instead of water, and spiked
with whiskey. Did it taste good? Of course not .
But when it 's four in the morning and you 've
got green body paint from head to toe, you 're
not choosing beverages based on their rich
oaky aftertaste.
Doghead and the drinking culture it epitomizes arc so integral to Colby 's way of life
that many graduates take it away with them
Dozens of Colby grads attend DC Doghead
each spring, which takes place at a house outside of Washington. DC, sometimes linked via
satellite to New York Doghead or Boston
Doghead. So really, class of 2009, you have
nothing to worry about. Traditions of Colby
drinking culture live on, even when you have
to pay rent.
We know what you 're thinking. How
could a tradition based on such dangerous
frivolity survive so long? Wouldn 't the administration shut it down , just like they
shut down Champagne on the Steps? Wei!
kids , that 's a good story. Back in 2003, the

administration attempted to stop Doghead ,
as it led to excessive underage drinking,
dorm damage , and it had made a name for

goofy. We knew that the seniors used to swim
across Johnson Pond, and the winner got to
speak at graduation. What we weren 't prepared for was the massive muddy Slip 'n 'Slide
of Champagne, or being dragged behind the
bushes in front of Miller to fornicate, or being
placed in a garbage barrel and tossed down the

Colby on UrbanDictionary.com. How did
the intellectually elite students of Colby
react? They [Ed. Note: Esther and Mike,
specifically] threw a couch out of the window of a hillside lounge on to a Dean 's car,
causing thousands of dollars in personal
and dorm damages."Whoopsie! Pass me
that PBR , would you? I'd like to make a
toast to student activism on this campus—
thank goodness we are standing up for the
important issues!
Champagne on the Steps, may it rest in
peace, redefined how we imagined drunk people to behave. Before arriving at the Miller
Steps that fine May day of our first freshman
year, we thought we knew what to expect. We
had been warned that people dress up and get

hill , or for Security and the Waterville PD
standing around and watching with smiles on
their faces. No wonder everyone was so surprised when the tradition was banned—it had
always seemed encouraged! Maybe it was the
shards of broken champagne bottles that cut
two inches into people 's legs as they fell
down, or the comments of mothers on tour
groups as they walked by, but something
caused the school to realize that maybe this
wasn't the best idea.
The best part about Champagne on the
Steps wasn't even drinking champagne on the
steps. Once glass bottles were banned, the
champagne aspect died down. Drinking from
10 oz. imported cans of champagne somehow
doesn 't have that same classy feeling as chug-

The story of the empties
The true tale of what
happens when you
throw away your cans

day at Kamembert College when
One
President Wolf Brother wasn't looking, Ms. Blanche, Boss of the Kleaners who clean the Dorms—your large
dog houses—and the offices of the Professional Humane Beings—one day Blanche had
an idea. "We need money," she thought , "and
the students drink a lot of water and Winter
Ale. If I can make the Kennel Kleancrs give
us the bottles, President Wolf Brother will love
Me even more when the Great Budget looks
more black. Maybe I'll get a milk bone too."
The students at the college , training to be fully
Human , were of course still good of heart.
They had always followed the Ancient
Kamembert Practice of leaving their empties
for the Kleancrs. The Empties truly helped the
poorest paid workers at the Kollege, who had
to scrape by on what my people would call
two cups of dry Walmart Chow a week. And
that is probably why Blanche gave her speech
at the Great Kage Kleaner Meeting, held in
your Kennel that looks like a prison to us dogs.
but which the Humane Beings call the "Dianiond Building" in their tongue.
"From today forward," Blanche announced,
tapping the Blackberry on her belt , "empty
bottles on campus will no longer be a health
hazard. If the students leave you their empties
after a party, all Kage Kleaners MUST turn in
All Empties to MY doghouse. I. Blanche, will
not just improve the environment-I will use
them to create a Better Kennel for All , and to
provide the better cheese in the dorms, in the
smaller portions Wolf Brother has promised.
But whatever you do," she told the Kleaners,"
and this is MOST important: do NOT breathe
a WORD to the Student Humane Beings about

EDITORS IN THE*OFFICE

AS TOLD BY A
NORTHERN
DOG

this meeting—not a WORD. '
I heard the rest of the story from
Chuchunga, the pet rat of the Dean of Faculty's secretary, who always escapes his cage
long enough to attend all meetings held on
campus. "If nothing is wrong with what you're
doing," a Kleaner asked from the rear of the
room, "why can 't we tell the Student Humans
what you're telling us today?" I' m not giving
you the Kleancr 's name, because I don 't want
what anything doggish to happen to him. But
a question like that tells you something you
see only from the four-legged perspective: the
Kleaners—who aren't even studying to become Humane Beings at our Kollege—might
just be the smartest ones here after all. Or
maybe it 's President Wolf Brother after all ,
since the students haven 't even heard that the

deposit money from the Empties that helped
the Kleaners get through the winter are now
part of Blanche's budget instead.
It 's like something I heard in a Government class: if the Kleaners lose part of their
tiny income, and no one hears about it-has
anything "wrong" really happened? According to that Government Professor, who went
on reall y long about forests and trees, nothing bad could happen, especially at a Kollege
like ours, at least without everyone hearing the
news. "That 's democracy," he said, "rule by
the people," which I think might be part of the
problem. And even though my mother always
told me you shouldn 't show your teeth if
you 're not going to bitc-my name means
something like "peacenik" in our native language—it's just not something that dogs like
me believe.
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JOKAS' SPECIALS
Alcoholic stud y break? Come on down to JOKA'S
to stock up!!
42 case pack only
69.95 + tax and deposit
Water St. Ale (4 oz.
bottles)
City Hall White
Zinfandel (72 oz
bottles)

^House of M a a
We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don't for get to ask about our weekly specials '.
10% off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

ging out of a bottle of $5 Andre 's. The costumes were always outstanding, although
within 10 minutes if anyone was still wearing
a full set of clothes they were probably sober
and so no one cared. The day itself and the attitude that it brought out in people surpassed
all of these more public elements. It's the seniors' way of saying, "I completed a rigorous
four years of academic study, and now that I
have proven how incredibly smart and talented t am, I will also show you just how
many different kinds of alcohol I can mix into
one drink!" As soon as the last class of the
day is over, or often as soon as they wake up,
seniors start drinking. Friends of seniors start
drinking. Other students who have met seniors start drinking. Basically, by noon, everyone is outside with their Nalgenes full of gin,
playing Polish Horseshoes. It is a day designated as celebration of youth and accomplishment , and unlike Doghead, this time you
get to sleep in first.
Needless to say, we're a bit sad that after
watching the events of Champagne on the
Steps unfold five times we won 't get to
dress up like Street Fighters and duke it out
using weapons we built out of empties. But
at least we can still get hammered with our
professors after our thesis presentations,
take some Jell-O shots on Bro 's trampoline, and play beer die out on the lawn. At
least this year won 't end the same way Esther 's second freshman year ended—with
a coup le of dudes peeing into basement
windows and "killing wounded soldiers"
before throwing a bunch of magic brownies into the woods and vomiting on the
shoes of a security officer. Well, no promises. After all , we have to look out for
Colby 's reputation , and old habits die hard.
Like writing a joke column filled with
comp letely ridiculous fabrications.
Right?

Only 1.99 + tax and deposit

But all JOKES aside...good luck on finals and see
you next year!!!!
Open Sun. -Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs. unti l 10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. until
midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

How have you recently demonstrated your maturity ?

Doing the Macarena."
— Heights Isn i Only for Chem Free Kids 09

"Staying up way past my bedtime.''
— Everyone Loves a Jersey Girl '09

I DON'T WANNA!"
— I' m From Cos Cob. Not Greenwich '09

"Throwing out my high chair.
— Opinions Make Me Feel Important

Titties n tea you can see

' UW BOOetes/JHECOtBr ECHO

Four topless waiters prominently display their buticracks in a f iery dance.

Bv BEN "MOTORBOATIN"*
HERBST
ASST. ASS COMEBACK KID

In this tight economy, the success
of Vassalboro's Grand View
Coffeeshop has come as a surprise to
many—the College included. After
reviewing policy with administrators, the struggling Sodexo food service gained approval to convert the
faltering Caporale Lounge coffee
shop into a topless establishment
A few days before spring break,
Sodexo workers were informed via a
mass text message that "shirts were
no longer required, and in fact, discouraged" while on the job. In keeping with this new policy, dining
services had added a "No Shirt, No
Shoes, No Problem!" sign to the
door of the Caporale Lounge.
Since the new policy was instituted, a number of students, faculty and
staff have become regulars in
Caporale Notably, L Sandy Maisel
has been known to spend anywhere
between 10 and 28 hours a day in the
coffee shop. As of yet, no one has
ascertained how Maisel has managed to engineer an extra four hours
into a regular day in order to spend
more time perusing what he refers to
as the "breastest menu I' ve ever
seen."
Student reactions to the new topless policy have been mixed. "Look,
I like peepin' on some tittie while
•ippin ' on a double mocha chai frappucino as much as the next guy, but
I'm not going to lie, I did not need to
know that Bro has nipple rings," said
Byron Meinnth '09.
Another student related her frustration with the way in which top-

lessness has affected the standards of
service in the lounge. "The other
day, I was trying to buy a cafe au
lait. only to discover that they no

Look, I like
peepin ' on some
tittie while sippin ' on a double
mocha chai
frappucino as
much as the
next guy, but I'm
not going to lie,
I did not need to
know that Bro
has nipple rings.
Byron Meinerth
09 'Bout Time

longer "stock soy milk. I was forced
to choose between whole milk and
breast milk." When asked which she
chose, the student slated simply that
"there's no way someone with my
bod is going to be drinking whole
milk anytime soon."
Other
complications
have
stemmed from Caporale's dual role
as the coffee shop as well as the
Grab-and-Go program's location. So
far, a number of students have
reported finding boobie hairs in their
hummus sandwhiches. "It 's so nast,"
said one first-year.

Thus far, the new policy has
helped raise sales in Caporale by 169
percent. In fact, the coffee shop has
become so lucrative, that the Spa has
become a veritable wasteland by
comparison. A number of attempts
have been made by the Spa management to combat this loss of sales.
Initiatives included "Champagne on
Pulver Steps" Wednesdays and the
now-infamous "Bottomless Spa
Week." The latter promotion was
shut down after only two days due to
an unprecedented amount of genital
scalding that required three times as
many medical transports as last
year 's Senior Steps celebration.
Students have also taken up parttime positions w orking in Caporale,
including SGA President Pat Boland
'09. Since Boland began his employment, he has become the most
requested waiter in Caporale, which
now offers table service. "I started
working here because as SGA
President , it is imperative that we get
in touch with students—and I mean
that both literally and metaphorically," Boland said. Boland of course,
was referring to his enormously popular "Cup of Coffee, Cop a Feel."
Boland's program, however, has
caused some confusion during
lunchtime hours, in which the Graband-Go program operates. Security
has been forced to step up policing
of the area after a number of students
took the "Grab-and-Go " options
quite literall y. "Students need to
understand that they cannot choose a
tomato and mozzarella sandwich,
bag of Fritos and a pear with a glass
of B-cup as their final option ,"
Assistant Director of Security Jeff
Coombs explained.
Going forward, dining services
hopes to follow in the footsteps of
Grand View, with both now in the
process of expanding operations to
include an after-hours strip club.
"For years , dining services has
struggled to find ways to unite faculty and students in unique ways...we
figure that sharing mozzarella sticks
and a lap dance is a great way to get
people talking about academics outside of class—from anatomy to
women 's studies, the proposed club
will really help community members
have 'those conversations we need
to be having, ' as Terhune has been
calling for," Varun Avashti, heac' of
dining services, commented.
Though the proposal is still
under review by the College
Affairs Committee, Terhune told
the Echo that due to its compliance
with his "Colby 369 , Damn You're
Fine " p lan , it should pass with flying colors.

FASTFOOD NATION
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Construction has already begun f o r an outside walk-through to accomodate obese students who may not be
able to fit through the main entrance at Foss.

McDonald's to feed the hungry on Hill
Mmtam cheesy
cheeseburgers with
cheese...
By One 39-year old, 250 lb.
feline seeking One sexy
beast. Call 207.859.4600,
Eustis 301A
m

THAT'S MIZ BIG MAMMA TO YOU

A formal letter issued by the
President's Office, Friday, confirmed
persisting rumors that all Sodexo
dining halls—Foss , Roberts and
Dana—will be shut down due to
revisions in the 2009-2010 academic
budget.
But there 's a twist (some might
say "sadistic contortion") to this
story. The College 's dining halls
are to be replaced by none other
than McDonald' s. The calorieendowed fast-food giant plans to
open four new branches on campus, one in each of the former dining halls and one on the fourth
floor of Eustis. Waterville will
now be home to 17 Mc Donald's
restaurants , surpassing Mickey-D
headquarters in Oak Brook ,
Illinois as the highest concentration per capita of Golden Arches
in the universe.
In the letter, President William
Adams explained that the drastic
measures are "a cost-saving alternative in the administration 's
endeavor to avoid a decrease to
student financial aid. " As the
College 's answer to a "cost-saving alternative ," McDonald's is to
be the official provider of all dining hall meals and foodstuffs sold
on the campus beginning the next
academic year. Caporale Lounge
will start serving the Dollar Menu
onl y.
The revised bud get was approved

Vice Lady spices up fashion scene
By PEREZ HILTON

FASHION CORRESPONDENT

Vice President Cary Finnegan has
been all over the news lately for her
fashion choices Finnegan has proved
to women in America that your
wardrobe can be versatile and cute
while remaining practical Keeping it
casual, the VP is often seen sporting
designer jeans, although she has been
criticized by Vogue and People for the
dime sized mustard stain in the left pant
leg of her dark washed Seven jeans
On afternoons and weekends,
Finnegan is often seen in casual athletic gear, donning either black Under
Armour spandex or a variety of this
season s Colby Women 's Lacrosse
gear She is a role model to athletes
across the globe with her ability to perfectly fill out Nike shorts and a Hanes
white-t, proving that yes, women, you
can look good at the gym.
For a night out , Finnegan has
brought a whole new meaning to the
word "hot" She often stunningly pairs
jeans with a simple cotton tank lop and
a cardigan Finnegan s fashion versatility was certainly tested at the recent
Cotillion ball, where she wowed all
with a stunning lavender gown, white
silk gloves and a pair of Rainbow
leather sandals, how daring l y practical! When asked if her shopping interferes with reforms to Colby 's

constitution, Finnegan stated: "I like to
keep it simple, hit one store and buy a
few things. It 's efficient and easy!"
Well said Cary, you are an inspiration
to fashionistas everywhere.

NEVER VtSITED SO* OFFICE/THE CtXBT FASHIONISTA
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Finnegan 's dazzling black gown
drew crowds from Fiji to photograph her one of a kind dress.

For a day in the SGA office ,
Finnegan dresses semi-formally.
She avoided the cleavage-baring
version and opted to show off her
flawlessly toned calves.

For her cover shoot with Oprah
Magazine, Finnegan sported a
tight yet still f lattering spring
dress and a summer cardigan.

three days ago by an ad-hoc assemblage, which included the Finance
Committee, President Adams, and
the now-retired Ronald McDonald
himself, who graciously took temporary leave from the Boston
Obesity Prevention and Treatment
Center to attend.
Many on the College 's Finance
Committee had long been attracted to
the idea of cheaper food, since an
additional $27,000 is spent each year
to make fresh fruits and vegetables
available to the dining halls. So when
McDonald's presented a proposal,

place when a Big Mac and a side of
fries becomes the meal option of
choice.
One student , a senior , who
wished to remain anonymous for
fear of retaliation , articulated the
prevailing sentiment well. "I' m
stoked because now I can get
McDonald's fries whenever I want
But I'm also really upset because
the chicks here are gonna end up fat
and ugly....and when that happens—man, I might as well be ai
Bowdoin."
A sit-in to protest the new

COURIESY OF THE BOWOOIN MEN

Two polar bears seen in their natural environmentf ight to feed their young
McDonalds is now celebrating its 5th aniversary at Bowdoin College.
Satisfying Hamburger Appetites for
Millions (S.H.A.M.)—which makes
the cheap, processed options found
on its the Dollar Menu its selling
point—the committee was bought,
and the deal sold.
"When McDonald's first came to
us with a proposal , we had only
entertained the idea of having the
franchise on campus," Vice
President for Administration and
Treasurer of the College Doug
Terp said. "It wasn 't until they
came back with an offer to widen
their Dollar Menu that we began to
take them seriously." *i personally
would like to see the sausage
McGriddle added to the new
menu," he added.
James Skinner, CEO of the
McDonald' s Corporation , also
noted the symbolic value of the
corporation as a monopoly dining presence on the campus , and
how its likely success could galvanize peer colleges to follow
suit.
"What we 're doing here is
rechanneling the ingenuity of
processed fast-food to small liberal
arts colleges like Colby, where the
benefits of tasty, bang-for-yourbuck fast-food have not yet been
properly integrated into each individual' s lifestyle ," Skinner said.
"But in light of the economic
downturn, we've partnered with
Colby to help students and peer
colleges realize the multi-faceted
benefits of a strong McDonalds
presence."
Responses to news of a
McDonald's takeover have been
mixed, as the incident-to-occur
has split students along class
lines. But issues of class and
financial aid aside, many students
are worried about the adverse
health effects that will likely take

McDonald' s will be staged or
Thursday in the Foss Dining Hall
where the new McDonald's is it
be built . Organizers of the sit-ir
have suggested that a massivt
food fight is likely to ensue , sc
protestors are advised to corru
prepared with ponchos to protec
themselves from food and othei
flying objects.

Here's What's Playing Fri.,
May 8 through Thins., May 14
The Way We Get By
Unrated 5:00; also Fri. and Sat. ai
9:15; Matinees Sat., Sun. and
Wed. at 12:40
The Soloist
PG-13 4:50 and 7:00; also Fri.
and Sat. at 9:10; Matinees Sat..
Sun and Wed. at 12:25 and 2:40
The Great Buck Howard
PG 5:10 and 7:10; also Fri. and
Sat. at 9:00; Matinees Sat., Sun
and Wed at 1:10 and 3:10
Everlasting Moments
Unrated 6:50; Matinees Sat.,
Sun. and Wed. at 2:30

Our advertisers wanted to be
on a page with "less offensive
material" ...so here are some
pictures of baby animals ;)
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LOOKING TO RENT IN NYC?

If you' re starting a job , the Insurent Lease Guaranty
eliminates the need for co-signers ,
additional security or prepaid rent.
For more info, visit www.insurent.com

INSURENT
INSURENT
L E A S E

The Institutional Guarantor of Residential Leases
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This cute elephant lives in AFRICA.
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This is a bunny!
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ADVICE FROM A FRESHMAN

WHO BE WE: THE ECHO EDITORS OS

Yourbiggest questims answered
By DASH WASSERMAN
FRESHMEAT

What is a micro-aggression?
Explain.
I can tell you what a macroaggression is: Foss, High Noon. You
vs. Noodle Bowl Lady.

MHO MADE "OS IT S REAli* EMBAMSSING

SHOUIC WE PfWlT THIS? *EAH ft S FUHW 8UI IS FT? YEAH LET S AST DO I

From left , we have. .Kris. Suz, Chelsea, Alex and Ellen. All in embarassing poses. When was this taken ?

Making Colby a better place!
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
FRESHMEAT

Ed. Note: Echo editors never get
to be HTto s' Who And it sucks.
Because we 're definitely overqualif ied to warrant who s whos. Instead
ne have to write about other people.
And let s' be honest, most of them are
less cool than us. So here s' the truth
about your favorite editors.
Alex
Well he be Alexander "T.I."
Richards. Hailing from Greenwich,
CT the 6*3" senior is easily sportable
on campus. If you have ever noticed
a blinding flash of tight and a flood
of euphoria, there is no doubt that it
was A.Rich you passed. Those with
heart conditions have been known to
seize when he comes too close.
A new committee has actually
been formed on campus to help students get over their A.Rich addictions. Although at the time this
article was written the group had 734
members, there have been no recoveries yet. Some students report
progress though.
"My head doesn 't throb as much
if I only see him once a day, at this
point ," dedicated freshman follower
said. "He 's just , .so amazing. Oh
don 't get me started." The student
subsequently went into a trance and
was unable to reach for further
comment.
Richards actually formed the
committee himself and is the head
mentor.
In addition, Richards is also the
head resident of the senior apartments, member of the Trustees
Physical Plant Committee, Student
Leadership Committee, College
Affairs, Housing Facilities Advisory
Committee,
Campus
Culture
Working Group, Kelly Wharton 's
inner circle of trust . Executive
Committee of Alumni Board ,
Terhime's Biddy and Adams' Bro,
but, as he said after scrupulously
listing his entire resume, "There's no
need to include all that stuff. It 's no
big deal. Oh and you spelled that
wrong. It 's K-E-L-L-Y W-H-A-R-TO-N. Make sure you get that right."
He was also to star in his fourth
grade production of The Polar
Express as the father. It was a big
deal when he got sick with the swine
flu and couldn 't participate.
He can also fly And mind-read.
Yet beneath his impressive lifestory and his dazzling good looks,
there is a real man in there. A real
teddy bear. The self-described hopeless romantic spends hours writing
poetry that he is too shy to share
with the world.
"I mean, it 's pretty good stuff.
Real quality But, like, what if the
world doesn't see that?"
Chelsea

Well she be Chelsea "Chel-Z"
Victoria Eakin. Or at least that's
what she tells us. But there's a lot
that you don 't know The ECHO has
investigated and this is what we've

round

1) Chelsea Eakin is obese and has
been since she was conceived some
22 years and nine months ago.
2) She is stealth.
3) She works as a secret agent
man part-time.
4) She has invisibility powers and
she often hangs out with you when
you don 't know it.
5) She makes weird noises. All
the time. Actually you may know
that but what you didn 't know is that
she is actually is communicating
with the baby pandas she keeps
secretly in her room. They are the
only ones on campus who knew
beforehand that she is obese, except
for Suzanne Mcrkelson . her shrink
and hetero-Ufe partner.
6) She also struggles with fluctuating weight loss and gain. But
mostly gain.
7) She is a booze-hound.
8) She has fathered 74 children in
23 countires across the world.
9) She is fluent in Spanish, whale
and panda.
10) She choreographed the Single
Ladies dance and is the one Beyonc6
has to watch to get her moves right.
11) She has 11 toes.
12) Her hair is curly.
13) She had an affair with Barack
Obama and with Sandy Maisel. At
the same time.
14) She spanks people when
they're not looking.
15) If she were a vegetable she
would be a French fry. That's
because she's a fat-ass.
—ECHO investigative team, over
and out.
EUen
She be Ellen London. She was a
YouTube sensation in 2007 when
she wowed audiences with a preview of her senior thesis at a Miss
Teen USA pagaent. The following is
an excerpt:
"I personally believe that U.S.
Americans are unable to do so
because, uh, some [this is the point
where her eyes go wide and she
seems to realize the trouble she's in ]
... people out there in our nation
don't have maps and uh, I believe
that our, ah, education like such as in
South Africa, and, uh, the Iraq,
everywhere like such as, and I
believe that they should, uh, our education over here in the U.S. should
help the U.S., or should help South
Africa, it should help the Iraq and
the Asian countries so we will be
able to build up our future, for our
children."
Ellen London advocates for world
"piece" every day. "I just love the
world. All the babies and the animals..."
"I actually can charm snakes,"
London said. "I spent 8 weeks alone
in a hut with a hungry rattle snake.
We became good friends and I' m
only missing two toes from the time
there, you know, when I broke the
trance."
Ellen collects sticky notes in all
different colors, and plans one day to
use her color-coded notes to help the
Iraq and small children world-wide.

Kris
Earth. Fire. Air. Water. Kris
Miranda. Little known to the general
public , the ECHO'S own Opinion
Editor, Kris Miranda, is the fifth and
most prolific of the basic Greek elements and cornerstones to the world
in which we live.
Approximately 4000 years ago it
was prophestzed that one day a man
of such grace and power would walk
among us. And indeed that day has
come, my friends. Do not let another
day pass without this knowledge.
Hail ye who see him. Bow before
him. He is all-knowing. He is
grounded like Earth. Fierce like fire.
More elusive than air. More fluid
than water. And ultimately, the
coolest cat there is.
Kris Miranda is immortal.
He can sing like a Siren. Dance
like a Gypsy. He knows like a wise
man . He has lived like a great oak.
He has the patience of a Buddhist
monk, the eyes of a bald eagle.
Kris Miranda fights crime and
evil everyday.
He has already moved four mountains.
Kris Mirandadoes not need to use
punctuation. But he does.
The rules of nature do not apply to
Kris.
Suz
Well she be Suzanne Mara
Merkelson. And she be saving the
world one ECHO editorial at a time,
<3
In Africa they be reading the
ECHO. In China they be reading the
ECHO. In India they be reading the
ECHO. In Honduras they be reading
the ECHO. In West Virginia they be
reading the ECHO. And all over
New Jersey the by reading the
ECHO, too. Holla , even Bruce
Springsteen be reading the ECHO\\\

>.<

And Suz be smiling. :) And running marathons too, son.
Her favorite color be brown. "I
feel bad for it because no one likes
it ," she said. Except Suz. Suz be liking the brown. :(
But what Suz don't like be exclamation points! And "I HATE when
semi-colons are misused. People
fucking; suck at semi-colon use,"
she be saying. T.T
Also, "Emoticons make me want
to commit suicide!" :P
"They 're disgusting!" :~)
Little known fact: She apparates.
That is how she be checking with the
ECHO readers in Africa like it be
NBD (NO BIG DEAL). But it BBD
(Be Big Deal)!

Explain what is happening with
the college's endowment?
It 's growing flaccid and in need of
a little stimulation. Conservative
practices make sure that there is still
a rush of lubricated activity with all
the added benefits of protection. ;)

Favorite stereotype?
I believe in discrimination against
all people... no really, go fuck yourself.
What is your Favorite STD and
Why?
For $5, 1 don't have one and neither do you... But all seriousness
aside: Chlamydia.
How can I get a job after college?
This needs clarification. Do you
mean a blowjob or a handjob?
How do I get laid?
For a good time , call Anna

What is the best last chance
dance strategy?

Kelemen (the notorious "East Quad
Ho").
How do we solve world hunger?
See the boobs page.
What's your go-to pick up line?
I wish I were your derivative so I
can lay tangent to your curves (Try it
on Anna Kelemen for a good
time...)
For more answers, e-mail
dn wasser@colby.edu.
The editors take no responsibilin
for this article s offensive content.

Vicodin, Jack Daniels and a
dream; then you comer them.
Do you believe in evolution?
No. Next question.
Which professor would you
want to have sex with?
James Barrett. Hands. Down.
Not want to have sex with?
My T.A. you fuck them, you get
FUCKED over.
Had sex with?
Mary Beth Mills, anthropology
makes me moist.
Do you believe In love at first
light?
Yeah, haven 't you been to
Joka 's??

THIS WAS TAKEN FROM FACEBOOK AND DASH "I REFUSE 10 WWTE THIS FUCttlWJ EDITORIAL' DOT! KNOl

Wasserman, left, works for the Echo, offers children candy and makes us ashamed

The Colby Community
salutesthe staff of the
Echof o rthejob they've
done thisy e a r .
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List of favorite things:

Favorite word: cunt-nuggct!
Favorite
office
supply:
Crackberry!
Favorite position: Downward facing dog.
Favorite newspaper ECHO
Favorite freshman: Allie
Favorite arums!: Cream-colored
ponies
Favorite body part: Crackberry!
Favorite adjective: Moist.

HAGS!!!!
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This is an actual ad printed in an actual newspaper by the staff f rom
2003. So we 're not as douche-baggy as they were.

Your workmeans a lot
Thanks.
* AD PAID FOR BY INSIDECOLBY

rHE ECHO TRANSLATES: BRO'S RAMBLY E-MAILS

Understanding College's
response to $$$ crisis

TERHUNE TWEETS

Having more conversations we need to be having
By JIM TERHUNE
DEAN OF STUDENTS

March 11, 2009
To the Colby Community 1;
The Board of Trustees Budget and Finance Committee2 met by telep hone earlier this week to approve Colby's budget for the fiscal year
beginning on July 1. i write to update you on the bud get and on the
College 's financial situation.
Today I sent a letter to Colby families informing them that the comprehensive fee for the next academic year will rise 3.7 percent, to
S50,320,3 which places Colby on the lower end of peer colleges in
termsof percentage increase in cost. As Doug Terp* and I have noted
in presentations to employees and students, Colby derives about 70 percent of its operating funds from comprehensive fee revenues, with the
remainder coming from the Colby Fund and revenues from our endowment and short term investments. Contributions to the Colby Fund are
at least $500,000* below projections for this year**, and we are concerned that annual gifts will be lower next year, as well. We estimate
Colby 's endowment' has already lost about 25 percent of its market*
value, with additional losses possible by June 30 (the end of our fiscal

The following is an excerpt from
Dean Terhune 's actual blog.
... about starting a Twitter for some

I've been thinking...

time now. As dean of students I am
privileged to have a somewhat unique
perspectiv
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:00 am.
e on student life at Colby and I often
think that a broader, and more visible airing of some of the issues and ideas that
land on my desk and/or occupy my ps
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:03 am.
yche might prove to be interesting or at least entertaining. It also has the
added benefit of providing a forum for
some give and take which is always
worthwhile.
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:07 am.
At any rate, I'm going to give it a go.
So for those of you who are inclined to
peruse the Colby website, and monitor
the various tweets that exi

nificance to Colby students.
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:13 a.m.
I can't be certain what direction some
of my cyber-tweets will take, nor can I
say exactly how this little comer of eCofby will contribute to some large
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:14 a.m.
r understanding any of us have of
the College, the community, or the
cosmos, but hopefully it will provide
some useful or provocative insights
into what's
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:16 am.
happening on Mayflower Hill.
So here goes...
I have been struck this fall by the
tenor of the conversation on campus
around some issues of real importance. Specificall y,
Postedby DOSTerhuneat 9:19 a.m.
I've been thinking about the ways in
which Colby students are talking about
dangerous drinking and about race, privilege, and cultural insensitivity. Neit
Posted by DOSTerhuneat 9:20 am.
her of these issues, or concerns about
them are in any way new at Colby. But
the sound of the discoursearound them
this fall is different. There is
Posted by DOSTerhune at 9:22 a.ra
more polyphonic dialogue and less

BRO/THE COLBY SCHMECHC

Terhune wants to talk to you more. And sell vou some shrooms.

L As you know, we have identified several areas where the College
atonal monologue. It may not be particu- the Digest of Civil Discourse]know
^K reduce expenses without affecting our core mission ', and we
larly harmonious at tunes, but it does what I' m talking about.
Wr% already implemented a number of budget reductions this year.
Postedby DOSTerhuneat HH05 am.
seem to be working in that direction.
me havw received many helpful and thoughtful suggestions from
Hungry. Checking dining hall
Postedby DOSTerhuneat 10:02 am.
employees about ways the College can further trim expenses '® —
menus. Pesto baguettes in Foss! ;)
Posted by DOSTerhune at 9:11 a.m.
And that's something.
Postedby DOSTerhuneat 11M am.
those suggestions have been forwarded to the appropriate vice presRegular readers of the Echo (the
st, for at least the near term, you can
Twitter sucks.
idents and deans f or consideration.
expect somewhat regular posts from me
student newspaper—the one that is
Postedby DOSTerhune
at 11:04 am
Colby's conservative practices", including our cautious approach to
on any number of issues that are of sigway superior to insideColby ;) ) and
:ndowment spending and the growth of operating
expenses, have stood us in good stead12 for the near
term, and we are in the enviable position" of hiring
faculty at a time when some exceptionally talented
teachers and scholars are seeking positions1'*.
However, as the recession deepens, Colby is conJk
55l Bro Adams changed his profile picture.
ft fronting some difficult financial choices.
Most immediately, because of the loss of endowment and Colby Fund income, our budget for 2009-10
will be reduced by approximately $1.6 million, or 3.2
percent. The reductions we have identified include:
*
A freeze on most capital projects;
*
A freeze on salaries for those employees
Bro Adams
earning more than $40,000 (with the exception of the
vj ew Discussion Board
one-third of our faculty members eligible for merit
" ~
raises next year, the final year of a three-year cycle). ¦
Life
Campus
tt
Kelly Wharton added new job Supreme
Master
of
^
r
Invite People to Join
Employees who earn less than $40,000 "(on a full'
'
time-equivalent basis) will receive a $400 pay
increase next year;
Leave Croup
^, Davi d Eaton wonders why he ever left his job at ABC News
*
Waiting longer to fill vacant staff
pi s'tions ", reducing the number of temporary
workers we hire, and cutting overtime budgets;
'Jf
Jim Terhune
|Share
*
Eliminating overnight infirmary care at the
break. This place is a PR nightmare
iQr Dude, tough
Health Center 1' (an F.A.Q. document on this item is
¦
•• l
available aTnttp:?/www.colby.edu/healthcenter);
*
Placing initiatives identified in Colby 's
is
we
to be
need
having a conversation that
strategic plan, but as yet unfulfilled, on hold;
having
^L Jim Terhune
CrounTVot
*
Moving from a three-year to a four-year
replacement cycle 1* for computer equipment (the
industry standard);
This is a closed group. Member
Jfc Jim Terhune and Janice Kassman are now friends via the
*
Reducing dining hall hours on weekmust be invited or approved by
ends ";
via the people you know are tools
an admin.
*
Reducing staff travel, playing host to fewer
events, and relying more on electronic communications;
^i Davi d Eaton, Bro, Jim Terhune, Kelly Wharton and Sandy Maisel
*
Reducing work done by outside vendors.
,
became fans of The Colby Echo
Although we cannot predict that further budget
reduction strategies will not be called for in the
future , Colby remains committed to:
*
Continuing the "no-loan" financial aid ini¦Kelly Wharton
tiative inaugurated this academic year and making
additional funds available to families with increased
need;
*
Filling faculty positions as usual20 , which is
j oe Boulos was tagged in a photo by Robert Diamond
a tremendous advantage for the College at a time when pa.
academic positions are dwindling across the country;
DogHead '09
*
Planning for key capital/academic projects
byRobert Diamond
such as a new science facility, so that the College
Related Croups
will be ready to move forward when conditions
B
improve.
Colby has faced many challenges in its long history,
Colby United
and, ihanka to the combined efforts of every con- X
Johnathan Milne left the Colby Network
Dropped my phon in toilet!
stituency, hiu- qrown stronger at every turn. As we cope
with the uncerth. , „. of the naar. future, we will draw
Need your numbers!!!!
. , _
, . .Supreme
Master
of
all
things
outdoors
ta
on the strength of our community and our history.
Kell y Wharton added new job

*1 FACEBOOK GRO UP: COLBY ADMINISTRATORS
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It's cool to pee in strange p i;

Sincerely21,

William D. Adams
President
1 Urban dictionary defines "community as a clusterfuck , i.e. circlejerk of beer, stimulants and Bros,
coming together as family, like at the Olive Garden
2 Rich, white douchebags, suckasl
3 Chump change.
4 Beer die name: "BitchhT Moist Horseballs"
(Coline, he does not owe you SS...I).
5 The annual drug budget for the administration... conspiracy? We think so.
6 Going lower than your girlfriend would.
7 We estimate the endowment is less than 6
inches.
8 Street value, 85% per gram,
9 "Top notch hoesget the most, not the lessa" - Girl
Talk.
10 l .ike...admit more hippies (they won't shower
or use electricity), fire ("let go") noodle bowl lady.
11 evangelicalism and sex with underage boys and
Barbara Bush. Yeah that's right, BarbaraBush.
*
12 That's what she said.
13 Reverse cowgirl position.
14 Doggie-style position.
15 The 2007 black market value cost of a white
bab y, per pound.
16 Missionary position.

17 Got Swine flu? Fuck you.
18 It must be that time of the month again...
19 Don 't eat in, eat out- on Saturdays...
20 With student government majors.
21 I hope you cut yourself.

^ti

Bro

became a fan of Pogs

The Only Reason College Su>
cause my dog ain't here
went to private school...bitc

H

I

•a

Sandy Maisel joined the group When i was your age,
Pluto was a planet

JJL

Kelly Whartonadded new job Supreme Master of Bates and Bowdoin

JMB

Bro added the Booze Mai l application,

fib

Bro sent Jim Terhune a Tequila Sunri se.

^^

jtfp Bro sent Janice Kassman a Sake Bomb.
if},

Bro and Liz Tull are now friends via the
People You May Know tool.

2£ Kelly Wharton added new j ob Supreme Master of the Universe

Buck Fates

Men's lacrosse
dominates with
beautiful bodies

Spandexxxxx
>fes!

;)
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Obama vetoes bill , nails tray
into Oval Office wastebasket
By JACK MCCALLUM

PRESIDENTIAL RECREATION REPORTER

WASHINGTON—After making
the first veto of hts young term on
Monday. President Barack Obama
proceeded to crump le the Congressional bill into a sphere and shoot
it across the Oval Office , landing
the paper ball squarely in the center of the trash receptacle in the
corner and drawing cheers from
the estimated 32 staff members in
attendance. The President then exchanged a series of chest bumps
with White House Chief of Staff
Rahm Emanuel , Senior Advisor
David Axelrod , White House Press
Secretary Robert Gibbs and, most
notably, Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton , who was not present at the
time of Obama's shot but ran into
the office to celebrate with America 's 44th President.
"This is how championships are
DBMMIMH
won!" shouted Clinton above the
Obama is not only awesome at being president, he s' also really good at crumpling bills and shooting them
euphoric atmosphere. "Anything
into trashbins.
is possible!"
The bill , which Congress passed
to block the release of more financial bailout funds, was very similar visiting with Queen and such, so I just good as soon as it left is hand. That s and , "whenever he decides to
to the one Obama threatened to veto needed some shootaround. Glad I still the sign of a great shooter—leave him hang it up, " current Celtics guard
in January before
open, and he'll beat you."
Ray Allen.
gotit."
he even took ofOregon
State
The President , who is currently
Yet the post-veto press conferfice. Back then,
men 's
basketball building a basketball court inside the ence's most interesting comment
however, it was
head coach Craig White House in addition to the came from the only man in Obama's
believed that a
Robinson, who is the black-top court on the southwest cabinet to serve under the previous
veto would nol
President's brother- lawn , said he plans to make shots President, Secretary of Defense
be needed since
in-law and was in the like Monday 's a tradition with all Robert Gates.
the Senate could
Oval Office at the White House trash.
"It was a pretty good shot," said
still approve the
time visiting with the
"We'll be installing nets above Gates. "I was in the Oval Office when
funds with a 50First Lady, broke every receptacle on the premises ," Bush tried that once, and his was quite
vote caucus, a
down the shot in the he said, '*and I fully expect my staff an airball." As the assembled press
vote that Obama
post-veto press con- to be the best White House staff began laughing along with the Secrecould expect to
when it comes to shooting. Well, ex- tary, Gates added, "not like that 's a
Robert Gates ference.
get. Interestingly,
"He has such a cept for Andrew Jackson 's. That guy surprise, really. Kind of like most of
Secretary of Defense
that vote still
quick release," said was nuts."
his two terms."
holds , so this
Coach
Robinson,
Obama also added that he will
President Obama, who at that
veto was equally unnecessary. When "and is so quick off the crumple that it be hiring retired NBA stars to point was spraying champagne
asked why he nixed the bill anyway, makes him hard to defend. I mean, he complete his staff and increase his with Vice-President Joe Biden , then
the President didn 't hesitate to bring had the bill in a ball and next thing administration 's shooting percent- gave Gates his own bottle and the
his game.
you know he's already pulled up for a age. "He is reportedly already in White House Press Room erupted
"I haven 't balled in a while," he J. I had a good angle on it from my contract negotiations with Larry into celebration.
said. "Been traveling all over Europe, spot near his desk, and he knew it was Bird , Bill Bradley, Reggie Miller ,

I was in the Oval
Office when
Bush tried that
once, and his
was quite an
airball.

NESCAC schools to have live mascots
their new live AI Ham.
Tufts has reportedly made
contact with a zoo to ship
an African Bull elephant to
replace the original Jumbo
for the season and Trinity
had by far the easiest time
tracking down its "bantams," a breed of small
chicken, as it was discovered that more than 20
neighboring houses had
chicken coops devoted to
Bantams. Whether this
was out of school loyalty
or some perverse hatred of
the college is yet to be
confirmed.
Similarly, Bates, Middlebury, and Wesleyan
have already prepared
habitats for their mascots,
although
the animals
ANIMALSKOLBVEDU
At Williams, they experimented until they f inally produced a bovine with a beautifull y themselves have not yet
perfect purple hue. Student opinion of the project has varied, with some quite angry.
been purchased. Bates and
Middlebury have turned
two of their outlying
major networks. Starting next season, buildings into zoo sanctioned encloeach team will be responsible for pro- sures for bobcats and panthers reviding one "live" mascot for the fan's spectively, while Wesleyan has set up
entertainment at each home game.
a large bird habitat in the middle of
This new ruling has created quite a their quad to house their cardinals and
controversy among the NESCAC add ambiance.
By JACK HANNAH
members. For some schools the presHowever, the other NESCAC
ANIMAL ADVENTURES
entation of a live mascot will be a schools have run into problems rangIn an effort to attract more TV cov- fairly simple matter. Colby has al- ing from state sanctions to the absurd.
erage, the members of the New Eng- ready contacted a local farmer who is After failing to convince any zoo to
land
Small
College
Athletic willing to lend the school his mule for lend or sell them a camel, ConnectiConference have decided to start fea- sports season, provided that the col- cut College tried to import one from
turing live mascots at all of their con- lege protects her from any hazing rit- Africa. However, when news of this
ference games. The conference uals and frostbite. Hamilton also had arrangement reached the State Board
members passed this measure as a way an easy time securing a pig and is just for Regulation of Animal Trade, the
to increase fan interest and hopefully waiting on the completion of a spe- plans were quickly scrapped and the
generate lucrative TV contracts with cially ordered tri-comer hat to put on college was presented with the threat

Mooooooo
Mooooooooo
Moooooooooooo

of heavy fines if they continued in
their attempt to bring an animal
deemed "unsavory" into the state of
Connecticut. Bowdoin ran into difficulty convincing anyone that they
were in a position to care for a polar
bear and failed to produce a single
suitable habitat for the animal.
At Williams , it was animal rights
groups that threw a wrench in the plan
as they demanded to know exactly
how the school planned to produce a
purple cow. After painting and clothing were deemed unacceptably cruel,
the school instead turned to experimenting with cow pigments to see if
they can create a bovine with an appropriately purple hue in their laboratory. Student opinion of the project
that they call "franken-cow " is very
low, and it seems likely that in order
to avoid more rioting the administration will have to find a new method of
mascot production.
But it is Amherst who is faced with
the most complex challenge as their
mascot is none other than Lord Jet 'fery Amherst, the British military
commander who died in 1797. Since a
live Lord Jeffery is clearly not an option , the Jeffs have petitioned the
NESCAC board to allow them instead
to exhume Lord Jeffery 's body and
present that at games. One can only
imagine that the presence of a body
that has been decaying for a little over
200 years would be counterproductive
to the intention of drawing a larger
crowd to the game, and thus the Jeffs
will have to think of a different way
to solve their mascot problem. As the
Echo goes to print no solutions have
been proposed, but expect developments within the next few weeks.

Hockey recruits

Initial off er of
sending trays and
Johnston rejected

On that note, the coaching staff fa
undertaken some innovative strategic
to improve the fortunes of the team na
year. Integral to this effort has been a
attempt to bring back the leaders of th
Mule squad that finished first in th:
conference two years ago. Followin,
By BARRY MELROSE
MR. GOATEE
that season, NESCAC player of ik
year and member of the all confercna
The Colby men 's ice hockey team first team T.J. Kelley '08, as well as i
had extremely high hopes and expec- conference teammates Josh Reber '()<
tations going into the 2008-2009 New and Arthur Fritch '08 left Colby to joir
England Small Colthe Heerenven Flj
lege Athletic Coners of the DuJ
ference
hockey
Eredivisc (the II
season. Coming off
fessional league]
a 2007-2008 season
the NetherlanJ
in which the Mules
Colby is active!
claimed the regular
pursuing trades |
season NESCAC
bring them back t
title, the sky seemed
Waterville; ho«
to be the limit.
ever, the initial offc
However, this seaof sending 20ft
son ended in disapdining hall tray
pointment , a last
and Associate Dex
of Students Pau
place finish saw the
Mules miss the
Johnston to th:
NESCAC playoffs
Jim Tortorella Netherlands in a
for the first time in
change for the thra
Head Coach
years. "I mean .
players has reportcome on," Head
edly been rejected
Coach Jim Tortorclla said, "There are Negotiations are ongoing.
only ten teamsin the league, and eight
Colby hockey also has ptans to tr.
make the playoffs. Only us and the to grab some players from the profesWesleyan hippies missed the playoffs. sional ranks within the United Bona
Hippies!?! They can 't play hockey!
How did this happen?"

Only us and the
Wesleyan hippies
missed the
playoffs.
Hippies!?! They
can 't play
hockey! How did
this happen?

See HOCKEY Pane 10

Harold Alfond Athletic
Center water fountain
accused of steroid use

Fountain is
dismayed by
inf lux of attention
By ADAM SANDLER
THE WATER BOY

Fountain Association (AWFA) official
with unlimited water and a year's supply of ice
* Smuggled in illegal filters froni
Tijuana, Mexico in unmentionabl:
places
Throughout its career, the water
fountain has reaped the benefits of its
consistency. An all-NESCAC selection in each of its eight seasons, the
fountain is also a five-time league
MVP, three-time All American, and n
2007 captured the AWFA's Fountain
of the Year honors. It has been DBW
by experts as a future Hall of Famer. a
fountain with no discernable weaknesses in its game and an unquenchable desire to be the best in the world
Despite its confidence and track
record , though , the water fountain
has its fair share of doubters. With
its incredible record of delivering almost unnaturally cold, crisp and delicious water every single Bine HA
button is pushed, the wttsf .ountau
has been putting up «i' ematural sta^
frtrSi since lis iifcS .ifation . Specula
lion , though initially only quif
whispers in hallways and lockei

In a revelation that has shocked and
stunned the Colby community, it was
announced yesterday that an upcoming tell-all book will prove that the
water fountain in the lobby of the Alfond Athletic Center has been accused
of using performance enhancing.
Penned by [Sports Illustrated] reporter
Selena Roberts, whose previous literary credits include the book [A-Rod,]
which detailed the alleged steroid use
of three-time American League Most
Valuable Player Alex Rodriguez, the
book uncovers a path to hydration
stardom Uttered with questionable
judgment and illegal shortcuts taken
at every opportunity.
In a written statement delivered by
its lawyer Rusty Hardin , the water
fountain told reporters, "I do not want
to take part in this circus of speculaSee FOUNTAINS R CRZY Page 10
tion and hearsay. The
word of a few jealous
naysayers should not tarnish my reputation, one
which has remained flawless up to this point in
time, and one that I am
confident will emerge
sparkling clean , not unlike my water."
The book, tentatively
titled [Splashed: How
One Water Fountain
Drowned Our Trust in
America's
Hydration
Systems], lays out a long
list of allegations that reveal a long-term pattern
of abuse. Among the allegations, Roberts asserts
that the fountain:
* Knowingly added an
illegal cooling tube in its
2001 rookie season, enhancing crispness and unnaturally maintaining
cold
temperatures
throughout its flow
* Failed a test for spray Colby Echo editor Chel-Z 09 was recently I
I
powerin 2004, but bribed attacked by the fountain on a Tuezday.
the American Water

